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1st District candidates talk about accomplishments, plans

Carroll Hu hba rd
Dernocrabc Challenger

Incumbent Sen. Ken
Whrters, R-Murray

By ERIC WALKER
Editor
FANCY FARM, Ky. — Saturday's meeting at the political podium for the 128th
annual Fancy Farm Picnic between 1st
District State Sen. Ken Winters. R-Murray.
and Democratic challenger Carroll Hubbard
centered on the past and the future.
Hubbard's speech focused more on his
plans if elected come November to his first
office in 16 years. Winters touted his accomplishments over two terms in Frankfort.
Attending his 40th picnic that has covered stints as a state senator and U.S.
Congressman. Hubbard ran down a list of
needs he said were important to several 1st
District counties, such as a stop light for an
intersection near Fancy Farm, new elementary schools in Carlisle County and for
Lowes in northern Graves County, and new
industry', speaking specifically to the local
audience regarding losses of General Tire,

Merit Clothing and Ingersoll-Rand in more
than 10 years.
He also said he could work better with
the Democratic administration of Gov. Steve
Beshear in bringing funds to western
Kentucky. Hubbard did the math and
explained that should he and two other
Democratic senate candidates win and
replace GOP incumbents. the balance of
power would be almost equal with 19
Republicans, 18 Democrats and one
Independent.
Winters, meanwhile, listed numerous
projects brought to the Purchase area during
his terms in Frankton, including water,
sewer, road and bridge work funding,
including that for the Jackson Purchase
Regional Industrial Park in Graves County
and buildings for Murray State University
and West Kentucky Community and
Technical College in Paducah.
A former dean at Murray State and presi-

dent of Campbellsville University, education is at Winters' core. He called the
region's education institutions of MSU,
WKCTC.
the
University
of
Kentucky/Murray State engineering partnership, and Mid-Continent University in
Mayfield, as the region's four most important economic development tools.
There was little venom between
Winters. Hubbard, who spoke
first,
Hubardn
called Winters a 'nice man" at the morning's
Democratic breakfast and even joked that
since he (at 74) was older than Winters(71),
he wasn't "going to make age an issue in the
race." He also asked his supporters to
respect Winters when he got up to speak at
the Fancy Farm Picnic.
The only true jabs came when Hubbard
mentioned a senes of roadside signs into
Fancy Farm thanking Winters for his work

II See Page 2A
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U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., gestures to the
Democrats side of the political paviliion Saturday at Fancy
Farm as he gave his speech on the nation's energy crisis.
McConnell is running against Democratic challenger Bruce
Lunsford.
•

Democrats attack
McConnell, GOP
attacks liberal ideas
First Fancy Farm was experience for some

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

BREAKFAST WITH THE GOV.: Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear stopped to chat with Calloway County Democrats Judge'
Executive Larry Elkins and Calloway Democratic Party Chair Hal Kemp Saturday morning at the GravesCounty Democratic
Breakfast at Mayfield High School prior to the 128th annual Fancy Farm Picnic.

By ERIC WALKER
Editor
FANCY FARM, Ky. — Any
anticipated fireworks flat-out
fizzled.
The first face-to-face confrontation between U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell. R-Ky., and
Democratic
challenger
Bruce
se
Lunsford
at
Saturday's
128th Fancy
Farm Picnic
never caught
fire but only
smoldered
with a few
Lunsford
sparks provided by some other players who
spoke on the political platform.
Lunsford went on the attack
at McConnell". length in office
four terms)and ties to President
Bush. the Iraq War and skyrocketing gas prices. McConnell,
though.
mentioned
never
Lunsford during his time at the
podium, but left that for fellow
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning.
McConnell, instead, immediately addressed energy issues
and obstruction from congressional Democrats, like Sen,

Harry Reid, D-Nev., House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi. D-Calif..
and presidential candidate Sen.
Barack Obama, to drill for
coastal oil, liquid coal technology and nuclear power.
Fending off chants of "Ditch
Mitch" and "Send Him Home,"
the Senate minority leader kept
to his prepared speech and said
the Democrats' — particularly
Obama's -- energy plan was simply inflating vehicle tires and
getting regular tune-ups.
"Inflate your tires and go to
Jiffy Lube," he said. "Sen.
Obama wants to increase your
pain. At least Bill Clinton would
feel your pain."
McConnell said the GOP
plan is to "find more and use
less."
'People are clamoring for
solutions, but )the Democrats)
say 'No, no, no.' But John
McCain and Mitch McConnell
say 'Yes we can
According to Lunsford.
McConnell campaigned against
his predecessor. Democrat Dee
Huddleston. on issues like
missing meetings, tax increase
votes and raising money' for spe-

•See Page 2A
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A GOP supporter dressed as Abraham Lincoln speaks to supporters of U.S. Senate candidate
Bruce Lunsford and other Democrats during the 128th annual Fancy Farm Picnic Saturday
morning. There was no apparent agreement on candidates or policy during the encounter. but
good debate represents much of what the Fancy Farm event is all about.
Nortonville in Hopkins County, fun," he said, adding that he will noting how loud the crowd got
but that he had never made it ... be back next year
at times. "To stay coherent sure
until Saturday.
"I thought the speakers were
"We thought it was a lot of good under pressure." he said,
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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
The 2008 Fancy Farm Picnic
was a first for sonic but the
reviews were raging.
Marcus Woodward and his
wife drove nearly 500 miles
from Boyd County to take part
in the political festivities.
Woodward said he has
served as chairman of the Boyd
County Democratic Party for 17
years but decided this year to
make the trek to Fancy Farm.
"It's democracy in action,"
he said. "I wish there were
more like it."
Woodward said there's a possibility he will attend next
year's picnic.
Despite the fact that next
year won't be an election year,
Woodward said the crowd won't
be any quieter because "we'll ts-.
holding them accountable."
The Woodwards weren't the
only ones expenencing Fancy
Farm for the first time or who
drove hundreds of miles to get
there.
Ken Bohn from Manchester
said he'd heard of Fancy Farm
when he pastored a church in
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Former Calloway GOP chair honored with Bradford Award
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
MAYFIELD, Ky. — U.S.
Sen. Mitch McConnell and U.S.
Rep. Ed Whitfield pledged to
join congressional GOP colleagues in Washington in holding the line against "radical"
change in Washington if voters
will allow them another term in
office.
Both McConnell, who is
seeking his fifth term, and
Whitfield, seeking his eighth,
spoke to a packed house of supporters Saturday morning durpre-Fancy
a
Farm
ing
Republican breakfast at Graves
County High School. They were
joined by state Sen. Ken
Winters, who is seeking his second term in office, as well as
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning,
Kentucky Secretary of State
Trey Grayson and others.
Whitfield criticized proposed
"change" advocated by prospective Democrat Presidential nominee Barack Obama and Heather
Ryan, his challenger for the First
District House seat, as too "radical." Pointing out that change is
always inevitable regardless of
who is elected, Whitfield said
change advocated by Democrats
would not be good for the

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield, R -Ky.. speaks to about 250 GOP supporters Saturday morning dunng
a pre-Fancy Farm Republican Breakfast at Graves County High School. Whitfield says he
believes the "change" proposed by leading Democratic candidates is loo radical" for Amenca.
nation.
-So its an unfamiliar change
versus a cautious, victriotic
change designed to preserve the
traditional virtues of our great
country." he said. "I think that is
what the real issue is here...It's

about ideas and we think we
have the best ideas."
McConnell, who delivered
the keynote address to the
approximate 250 supporters
gathered. said Kentucky voters
living west of 1-65 were key to

the success of Kentucky's
Republican representation in
Washington, and refered to the
area as the -Gibraltar of
Democracy.Pointing out that continued
voter support is needed in the

November General Election to
help the GOP "draw a line,
establish a firewall and hold the
line," the senior Republican
Senate minority leader said he
intends to lead the fight to stop
any "change" that he believes
would be damaging to either
Kentucky or the nation.
Calling America's need for
the
independence
energy
"biggest issue" in the country.
he pledged to fight to open
America's coastlines to offshore drilling as well as access
to Alaska's Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge(ANWRI.
"The theme of senate
Republicans which has been
going on for two woeks, and
will be going on when we get
back, is to both find more and
use less," McConnell said, citing polls that 75 percent of
Americans agree with the policy.
Earlier in the meeting.
Winters. R-Murray. who also
serves as chairman of the Senate
Education Committee, appealed
for votes for a second four-year
term in Frankfort. If re-elected,
he pledged to continue his work
keeping education in the
Kentucky a priority; a move that
will guarantee a brighter future

tor the state.
future
economic
"Our
depends on the quality and training of our workforce," he said.
"So you know where I'm coming from. I intend to move forward as aggressively as I can to
posture Kentucky for the
future."
meeting,
the
During
Whitfield commended the work
of Murray GOP leader Vernon •
Anderson, the former chairman
of the Calloway County
Republican Party, by awarding
him the Edwin D. Bradford
Volunteer Award for his work
aiding the party's cause I.
wester':
and
Calloway
Kentucky.
Anderson was unable to
attend the meeting and the
award was received by his wife.
Brenda.
Anderson said this morning '
he regretting missing the event,
but was honored by the award.
"It's a terrific honor." he said. •
"Edwin Bradford was a terrific
American. He was a dedicated
Republican from Graves County
that was a Republican pioneer
back when it wasn't fashionable. He pioneered good
American values and helped to
lead the party back."
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Man escorted off Fancy Farm stage
FANCY FARM, Ky. (AP) — A Kentucky
State Police trooper escorted a man off the
stage where political speeches were taking
place at the annual Fancy Farm Picnic on
Saturday.
Trooper Dean Patterson said the man
reached the second row before being taken
off stage without incident. The incident
occurred between speeches and didn't cause a

disruption.
Patterson said the nian was holding a
banana.
"We don't know what that was all about.
he said.
The man, who was not identified, was not
charged, the trooper said.
"He didn't seem to be a threat," Patterson
said.

NEW EMI
new empl

•Liberal ideas ...
From Front
cial interests, and accused him
of committing the same sins.
"You should put a 'For Sale'
sign around his neck," Lunsford
said of McConnell. "But there's
light at the end of the tunnel.
America can do better. We need
people who are on the side of
the people, leadership that's not
for sale."
Speaking after McConnell,
Bunning took on Lunsford
directly midway into his
remarks by lumping Lunsford
with Democratic leadership in
Washington, as well as former
vice-president Al Gore and forUS. Sen. Jim Bunning
mer President Jimmy Carter,
R-Ky,
regarding the nation's energy
crisis. He specifically noted the a successful businessman, to
anti-coal comment by Reid that task for serving former Gov.
John Y. Brown and lobbying to
"coal makes us sick."
"Thanks Bruce," Bunning increase Kentucky's gas tax as
said, playing off the line from gas wholesale prices increase.
McConnell's ads, "for showing Taxes at the gas pumps go to
fund transportation projects in
us your true liberal colors."
Bunning also took Lunsford,

the state.
Bunning wasn't the only
mouthpiece for McConnell.
Secretary of State Trey Grayson,
a Republican, got in a few digs
as well saying Lunsford should
stick to business after two earlier failed campaigns for governor.
But the Democrats took a
more united attack with Gov.
Steve Beshear, Lt. Gov. Dan
Mongiardo and State Treasurer
Todd Hollenbach all firing barbs
and
McConnell
toward
Bunning.
Beshear started the political
speaking with an impassioned
oratory. As McConnell's supporters to the left of the speaker's platform starting chanting
and booing Beshear, the
Dawson Springs governor
noticed funeral home supplied
fans being used.
"It's good they brought those
funeral home fans because
they're going to need them
when we bury them Nov. 4."

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times

Former Kentucky Gov. Paul Patton (second from left) and wife, Judy (center), were recognized
at the Graves County Democratic Breakfast Saturday morning. Also show are, from left, current Gov. Steve Beshear, a gentleman dressed as Uncle Sam, Graves County Democratic
Chair Rorney Holmes, and State Rep. Fred Nesler, D-Mayfield.

Ryan gets Democrats going at breakfast

By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Heather
MAYFIELD, Ky.
Ryan is a U.S. Navy veteran. As
a sailor, she'll readily admit to
being used to waves and some
salty language.
A few choice expletives during her speech at the Democratic
Party Breakfast at Mayfield
High School brought a chorus of
"oohs" and laughter and
applause from the school's commons-filled crowd Saturday
morning in preparation for that
nities which wanted to retain by suggesting voters could find afternoon's political showdown
their local schools, which used out more about him and at Fancy Farm.
by
records
Hubbard's
to be their high schools, too.
Ryan is running against U.S.
"Don't be fooled by those "Googling" them on the Rep. Ed Whitfield, a Republican
signs," Hubbard said. "(State Internet.
who represents Kentucky's 1st
Sen.) Fred Nesler(D-Mayfield)
Congressional District. She's
played a role in that too."
perhaps more notable from a
videotaped run-in with U.S.
Winters, meanwhile. closed
Sen. Mitch McConnell that she
claims cost her the Maiden
From Front
Alley Cinema executive director's job in Paducah.
tests a person's ability to hold a
She was reportedly quoted
crowd."
while speaking at a Paducah
Levi Alley, also of Clay labor luncheon on Friday that
County, said the picnic was she wanted to (expletive) the
"amazing" and he would be Republicans off." She fired up
the partisan crowd even more
there next year.
"We enjoyed it," he said. "It for the latter activities by saying
was a lot of fun. The barbecue's "If you're not (expletive) at what
32 Years Expenence
the Republicans are doing to
good too."

•1st District ...
From Front
in funding for a nev. Fancy
Farm Elementary School after
earlier plans of consolidating
Fancy Farm and Lowes into one
school. That moved sparked a
htree oliten. In )n, hoth

•First
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Heather Ryan
Kentucky. you're not paying
attention." and "let's go and kick
some (expletive)."
Walking back to her seat, she
was greeted with several handshakes and high-fives, as well as
applause.
Emcee State Rep. Fred
Nesler. D-Mayfield. challenged
the following speaker. state senate candidate Carroll Hubbard,
to top Ryan's speech.
Hubbard, who is facing
incumbent Murray Republican
Ken Winters, stuck to his prepared remarks on his race, but
referencing Ryan's speech said
simply: "Wow."
At Fancy Farm. Whitfield
followed Ryan by asking "If
she's so mad at Sen. McConnell,
why is she running against me?"
Gov. Steve Beshear set the
tone for the breakfast and the
day with his fiery speech aimed
at the Republican counterparts,
in particular McConnell. and the
task at hand leading to the
November General Election.
"We're fighting an uphill battle. For eight years, Bush,
and
McConnell
Cheney,
Whitfield have set about

destroying the middle class,":
Beshear said. "I'm tired of hearing Mitch blame us for $4 gas.
He should look in the mirror. I'm
tired of them using our men and
women and political weapons
then when they come home
they've got to spend more time
fighting red tape than they spent
fighting the enemy.
"People are ready and want
to make a change. Are you
ready?" he asked to a standing
ovation.
The breakfast featured comments from a number of other
Democrats, including House
Speaker Rep. Jody Richards.
ichards. DTodd
Bowling
Hollenbach, Fancy Farm emcee
State Rep. Rocky Adkins, DSandy Hook, Lt. Gov. Dan
Mongiardo. State Auditor Crit
Luallen, Kentucky Democratic
Chair Jennifer Moore, and former Gov. Paul Patton, who was
recognized along with his wife.
Judy.
Patton, who is returning to
Kentucky's political spotlight
after an extramarital affair scandal ushered him out of
Frankfort. spoke of the importance of knowing the issues facing the state and federal governments and credited Beshear for
tackling the state pension issue
in the past special session.
Some reports have Patton
seeking to be the new "elder
statesmen" for
Kentucky
Democrats.
Several Calloway County
Democrats were also in attendance, including Calloway
County Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins, Party Chair Hal Kemp
and
officers
Jo
Kathy
Stubblefield and Murray City
Councilman David Ramey and
2008 Zee Enix honoree Dottie
Lyons.
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Marshall man killed in plane crash
FAIRDEALING. Ky. (API
-- A plane crash in western
Kentucky has killed a central
Kentucky man and injured his
son.
The Paducah Sun reports that
80-year-old John H. Goss died
and his 52-year-old son Alan

was injured when their small
airplane crashed Sunday near
the Marvel Golf Course in
Marshall County
Paducah resident Randy Orr
was golfing with his son when
he saw the plane and said it
appeared to he flying low,

we heard
Shortly after, Orr
this tremendous boom...
Marshall County Sheriff
Kevin Byars said there was an
"extensive amcnint of damage"
to the area where tilt pilot sits.
John Goss of Hardin County
was taken by helicopter to

Vanderbilt University Medical
Center in Nashville, Tenn..
where he later died Alan Goss
of East Carondelet, Ill . was
taken to Deaconess Hospital in
Hospital
Ind.
Evansville.
spokeswoman Sara Gallegos
said there was no information

KentuckylnBrief
Injuries reported after
car overturns on fair ride

WINCHESTER. Ky lAP — Clark County Fair officials said a .7
ride accident injured a few people
The rear car of a train that carries passengers around the fair
in Winchester overturned arid officials said two people were
taken to the Clark County Regional Medical Center
WKYT-TV quoted a witness as saying one parent also took his
daughter to the hospital with an arm injury
The Circle E Express train carries people around the fair for
free
Fair officals said the ride was shut down following the accident and will not reopen during the run of the fair which continues through the week

Woman charged in
pedestrian death
2007
LEXINGTON. Ky (AP) — Police have filed charges nearly a
year after a Lexington man was hit and killed by a car at a crosswalk
Police say 40-year-old Sheila Whitler is charged with 2nd
degree manslaughter
John Vice was crossing on Man O'War Boulevard in Lexington
in November when he was struck by a Porsche The 31 -year old
worked for UPS in Lexington
WKYT-TV reports that Whitler was not arrested. but ordered
to appear in court later this month
Vice's family says there are unanswered questions about the
details of the fatal wreck

Volunteers revitalize center
of Caldwell County townarmed with paintbrush-

Photo provided
a recent
during
teachers
instructs
Hoskins
Steve
Superintendent
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County
Calloway
ORIENTATION:
NEW EMPLOYEE
new employee orientation for Calloway County Schools. Classes begin at all Calloway County Schools on Wednesday.

Calloway agencies
assist in fatal crash on
county line Sunday

AP
An electncal arc glows at the end of a Taser as Kentucky State
Police Capt. Jeff Mayberry squeezes the trigger of the device
in Frankfort. Ky. Kentucky State Police have spent more than
$170,000 on Taser guns and cartridges that troopers will be
using by September

KSP armed with Taser guns
f:KANKFORI. Ky. iAh
Kentucky State Police have
spent more than $170,000 on
laser devices and cartridges that
troopers will he using by
September.
The purchases come amid a
revenue shortfall that has forced
the law enforcement agency to
implement cuts, including a
reduction in highway patrols to
save gasoline and the elimination of driver education manuals
that have traditionally been provided free to Kentucky teens.
Invoices show state police
purchased 191 of the weapons in
June at a cost of $145,000. plus
$25,000 worth of cartridges and
batteries. Each Taser cost the
agency $759.95. Cartridges that
can shoot 25 feet cost $20.87
each.
Some question the timing of
the purchase, considering the
state's projected $900 million
revenue shortfall during the next
two years. Others applaud the
move, saying it has the potential
to save the lives of both troopers
and criminal suspects.
State Sen. Charlie Borders.
R-Grayson, chairman of the
Appropriations
Senate
Committee, said if troopers need
Taser weapons. state government should provide them, even
when the budget is tight.
"If that better enables them to
do their jobs. and makes it less
likely to have an officer injured
or killed in the line of duty. I'm
for it." he said. "1 just don't want
to micromanage. They're out
there doing a tremendous job.
They know what they need."
Lt. Phil
Police
State
Crumpton said 30 troopers
already were armed with laser
devices on a trial basis. The new
devices will raise the number of
troopers with the stun guns to
221. with plans to purchase
more as funding becomes
The Taser purchases raise
legitimate questions. especially.
when state police can't afford to
publish driver education manuals, said state Rep. Robin Webb.
D-Grayson. vice chairwoman of
the House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
"I don't think it's a prudent

itii• tirm in light
pcildiiiire
of the current budget situation,"
she said. "I'd rather go back to
printing the drivers manuals."
Crumpton said the information from the driver education
manuals has been made available on the Kentucky State
Police Web site. He said his
agency will save about $100,000
a year by not publishing the
manuals.
The fuel-saving intiative calls
for troopers to spend more time
at roadside checkpoints and less
time patrolling highways.
'Prioritizing spending would
demand that fuel get put in
troopers' cars before lasers get
put in holsters on their belts."
said Jim Waters, a policy analyst
lor the government watchdog
group Bluegrass Institute in
Bowling Green. "What good is
it to have Tasers if you don't
have fuel in your cars?"

KsP Trooper Byron White was
Staff Report
MAYFIELD, Ky. — A assisted at the scene by the
Sheriff's
County
Mayfield man was killed in a Graves
one-vehicle accident Sunday Department, Mayfield/Graves
Grave-Calloway County EMS,Calloway County
the
near
County line on Ky. 94 West, EMS and Calloway County
according to a report from Fire-Rescue.
White is investigating the
Kentucky State Police.
Anthony J. Robertson, 29, cause of the accident.
was westbound on the highway
around 6:20 p.m. near Tri City
when he apparently lost contro•
of his vehicle, plunged down a!
embankment and overturne,.'
Witnesses told police the:.
observed him traveling on th,
wrong side of the roadway.
Robertson was not wearing „
seatbelt, according to police.
Depui:,
Mayfield-Graves
Coroner Brad Jones pronounce,:
Robertson dead at the scent:

;',?!NCETON, Ky. (AP) — Volunteers
es have transformed the heart of a small western Kentucky town
once littered with vacant buildings.
A city official's simple idea to revitalize Princeton's long-dead
downtown has attracted new business and accolades from the
state.
The downtown is a living, healthy, vibrant downtown. You can
get your shoes resoled, buy an ice cream cone, buy a diamond
engagement ring and make a real estate transaction,- said ;
Donna Neary, executive director of the Kentucky Heritage
Council. "It's the center of the community. It just shows what a little paint and tender loving care can do in how a community feels
about itself."
Neary said the town of about 6.700 is considered a model for
downtown revitalization.
The rebirth started with Princeton Main Street manager Sam
Koltinsky, a Caldwell County High School graduate who moved
back home three years ago after 30 years.
Kottinsky is a documentary producer who has lived in Europe

State begins quest for
more historical sites

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The state is looking for new sites to
place informational history markers that would loin the nearly
2,000 already spread around the state. People like Martha
Sudduth are the brains behind the markers. Her great-great
uncle, William Sudduth, helped settle Clark County in the 1700s.
More new markers that give on-the spot history lessons will
soon be added to the more than 1.900 already across the state.
Kentucky Historical Society officials announced that they are taking applications until Oct. 1 to determine where to erect the
state's next 15 historical markers.
The new signs will cost in excess of $2,000 each. 25 percent'
more than last year. A 94-year-old retired University of Kentucky
education professor, Martha Sudduth wanted to make sure that
the contributions of her great-great uncle would always be
remembered.
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Let our new Lomputer program pinpoint the
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make an appoinlment today
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Hang up the phone... or phoner
Do you remember the old joke about
a man shouting at a woman trying to
tell her she had a banana in her ear?
She finally pulled it out and said, "I'm
Sony. What did you say? I couldn't
hear with this banana in my ear."
Brace yourself.
That old banana gag
is about to enjoy a
rebirth — except it'll
be about a car phone
in the ear.
I try to be at my
office by 7:30 a.m.
because traffic around
our town is usually
pretty hectic at 8:00
a.m. One day I ran
111
SV:
late and got in line at
By Larry
the three-minute-wait
McGehee
red light just behind
Syndicated
a big-haired secretary
Columnist
or executive.
She had a coffee
cup and a cigarette in her right hand
and a car phone in her left. When she
stopped for the light, she shifted the
right-hand coffee cup to the dashboard.
held on to the lit cigarette. and picked
up a hairbrush, and then cradled the
car phone between her left shoulder
and the left side of her face and continued talking while she brushed her
hair with both hands.
Somehow, even with both hands (and
an ear and a mouth) full, she still
managed to steer and shift the car. By
the second light change, she had traded
the hairbrush for lipstick, but still without extinguishing the cigarette or putting down the phone receiver.
Let me hasten to say that car
phones know no sex. Lest someone
think I'm picking on women drivers in
reporting my annoyances, let me add

that later the same day I got behind a
male executive cruising at 15 mph
down the "faster traffic" inner lane of
a four-lane street while engaged in
highly animated phone talk. Traffic
backed up half a mile behind him.
With the weaving his car was doing,
he would have been stopped and
administered a breathalyzer test if it
nad not been obvious that it was the
phone that had him mesmerized.
In the hands — or ears — of either
sex, car phones clearly are a wrong
number. Beyond the bad manners of
drivers interrupting their conversations
with passengers in order to place or
receive phone calls, car phones probably are the greatest driving hazard to
come along since the days of no seat
belts or of no railroad-crossing gates.
There is just no way to be as alert to
ones driving as one needs to be when
one has one's mind and mouth on a
hand-held cell phone.
Worse of all, car phones are "ubiquitous." There's a good word to look up
and then to throw around at Sunday
School or at a wedding reception. It
means something like "everywhere" or
"omnipresent." I favor the word because
'ubiquity' is so close to "iniquity,"
meaning that too much of a good
thing, even car phones. is wrong, either
in practical terms or on moral grounds.
and sometimes both.
Right now, to be candid, getting in
the car and rolling up the windows and
locking the doors is about the only
refuge most of us have from hectic
homes and workplaces. Car phones
invade our last bastion of privacy.
If God had really wanted us to have
car phones, he wouldn't have given us
the Benjamin Franklin. first PostmasterGeneral and creator of the U. S. Mail.

Except for road emergencies, when
one needs to call the police or a
wrecker or to alert others of sightings
of invading fire ants or killer bees,
having a car phone may be more of a
curse than a blessing. What are we
going to do once all those investment
consultants and political fundraisers get
our numbers?
Good driving requires drivers with
their minds on their driving, not on
their businesses, or grocery lists, or
love life. If we are going to use cars
for phone booths, we need to get some
designated drivers for when we are
doing our dialing.
There's something unnatural about
talking heads rolling up and down our
streets. Most of them seem compelled
to talk even when they have nothing to
say, and all of that making something
up to have to talk about can't help
over the long haul but to create more
communication problems and complexities for all of us. Surely mankind
needs moments when it escapes from
its phones, but car phones make that
essential escape less and less likely.
What further amazing auto technology will come next? We hear that laptop
computers and fax machines can plug
into lighter sockets. Given another few
minutes waiting for the lights, our fellow pilgrims could probably soon be
projecting on their back windows slides
of their vacations or of houses they arc
trying to sell. Why not install DVDs
and popcorn machines?
With all of the advanced technology
available, it strikes me as very strange
that no automaker yet has solved the
problem of where to find a convenient
restroom when you need one the most.
That conspicuous failure should warn us
that advancing technology is not always
progress.
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By JACQUES BILLEAUD

PHOENIX AP) — A newcomer to Arizona. John McCain
used his wife's wealth, ties to powerful Washington figures
and, most of all, the emotional power of his five years in a
Vietnamese prison to launch his political career 25 years
ago.
Well known today. McCain's harrowing expenence during
the Vietnam War was new to voters in his 1982 race for an
open congressional seat. McCain saturated local TV with an
ad focused on his military record that showed him getting
off a plane on crutches shortly after his release as a POW.
"It showed he was a hero. It would bring tears to your
eyes," said rival candidate Ray Russell, a veterinarian who
finished second in the Republican primary that year.
In his 2002 book "Worth the Fighting For," McCain himself acknowledged his strategy: "Thanks to my prisoner of
war experience. I had, as they say in politics, a good first
story to sell."
The 1982 race to replace retiring U.S. Rep. John Rhodes
launched McCain's political career. It cemented his reputation
as a tireless campaigner and set the stage for things that
would come back to haunt him, including his troubled relations with GOP conservatives and his ties to Charles Keating, a savings and loan financier later convicted of securities
fraud.
Although he had moved to Arizona less than a year
before announcing his candidacy, McCain overpowered Russell and two GOP state lawmakers in the primary and then
trounced his Democratic opponent in what was then the
state's most Republican congressional district. His six-point
edge in the four-way primary was the smallest victory margin of his career in Congress.
Jay Smith, a consultant who handled McCain's advertising
in 1982, said McCain demonstrated his drive to succeed and
his refusal to quit when others felt he didn't have a chance.
"That was as true in 1982 as it was last summer" when he
shook up his faltering presidential campaign. Smith said.
When he left the Navy in 1981, McCain moved to Arizona, home to his wife's family, intent on running for Congress.
While waiting for a congressional seat to open, he worked
as a public relations executive at his father-in-law's beer distributorship, made the rounds on the local Rotary Club circuit and wrote guest newspaper columns, including one advocating return of the military draft to match growing Soviet
armed forces.
When Rhodes announced he wouldn't seek re-election.
McCain and his wife, Cindy, quickly bought a house in the
mostly middle-class suburban district encompassing Mesa.
Chandler, Tempe and parts of Phoenix and Scottsdale.
McCain's move to Arizona and then to Rhodes' district
led some old-guard Republicans to accuse McCain of being
a political opportunist.
Although he began as last among the four GOP primary
candidates. McCain later would write, "I knew I had a pretty good shot at it." He based his confidence on his war
experience, "my connections to national political figures,
including the Reagans, the money I believed I could raise,
much of which Cindy and I would lend the campaign" and
his new Arizona friends.
McCain knocked on 15.000 doors in Arizona's convectionoven summer heat, sent mailers and ran TV and radio ads.
In addition to the personal loans, people close to the Reagans contributed or showed up for his fundraisers.
Smith said McCain sold himself to voters on his knowledge of Washington politics, his experience as Navy liaison
to the Senate and his ties to power politicians.
News accounts from the time show McCain focused on
foreign policy, advocating a strong U.S. role in the Middle
East as long as America was dependent on foreign oil. He
railed against waste in defense budgets and said Arizona's
priorities included getting money for a canal to bring water
from the Colorado River to the Phoenix and Tucson areas.
Two months before primary day, McCain said Donna
Carlson, one of the two state lawmakers who were the early
front-runners, was misinformed on foreign policy. Carlson
responded that McCain focused on foreign affairs because he
wasn't well acquainted with Arizona's priorities.
McCain struggled with the carpetbagger label at first but
finally, at a Republican district meeting,delivered a stronger
response, which he recalled this way in his book:
"I wish I could have had the luxury, like you, of growing
up and living and spending my entire life in a nice place
like the first district of Arizona. but I was doing other
things. As a matter of fact, when I think about it now, the
place I lived longest in my life was Hanoi."
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Obituaries

Iraq violence kills 11,2 U.S. soldiers

Saturday. Aug. 2.
2008, at 1:35 p.m_ at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Preceding her in death were her husband.
Mayhem Key, and one brother, Clerris Wilson.
Born April II. 1915, she was the daughter of the
late Riley Wilson and Ovie Morris Wilson.
Survivors include one son, Jimmy Key and
wife, Kaye, Puryear, one daughter, Barbara Young,
Jackson. Tenn.; four grandchildren, Jeremy Key
and wife. Becky, and Kevin Key and wife. Laurie,
all of Puryear, Debra Lusk and husband Steve.
Chattanooga, Tenn., and David Perkins and wife,
Betsy, Jackson. Tenn.; eight great-grandchildren;
Kay
two sisters, Lucy Proffitt and husband, Herbert,
Michigan, and Nelda Hopkins and husband. Odell,
Harrison, Ohio.
The funeral will be today (Monday) at 3 p.m. in the chapel of
Imes-Miller Funeral Home, Murray. Steve Lusk will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Lassiter Cemetery, Puryear. Visitation will
be at the funeral home from Ito 3 p.m. today (Monday). Online condolences may be made to www imesmillercom

t AP) BAGHDAD
Roadside bombs killed two U.S.
soldiers and at least nine Iraqis
this morning in Baghdad and
surrounding areas, officials said.
The Amencans died in a blast
near a highway in the predominantly Shiite New Baghdad district. Iraqi police said. The area
was the site of fierce clashes
between U.S.-Iraqi forces and
the Mahdi Army militia before a
cease-fire with anti-American
cleric Muqtada al-Sadr earlier
this year.
Another U.S. soldier was
wounded in the 10 a.m. attack.
the U.S. military said. It gave no
further details on the deaths.
At least 4,131 members of
the U.S. military have died in
the Iraq war since it began in
March 2003, according to an
Associated Press count.
Meanwhile, Iraqi leaders
remain deadlocked in talks over
a power-sharing dispute that is
blocking U.S.-backed provincial
elections. The disagreement
over the oil-rich city of Kirkuk
forced parliamentary officials to
delay a planned vote on the
provincial elections bill until
Tuesday, at the earliest.

--- -Mrs. Mary C. Key
mr, aid') key. 93. Puryear, Tenn., died

?Ars. Lois Marie Matins Gower
Mrs. Lois Mane Mathis Gower,72, Greenville, N.C.. formerly of
Paducah, died Thursday. July 31. 2008, at Kitty Askins Hospice.
A member of Lone Oak First Baptist Church. she was retired
from General Electric, Madison% ille.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Harold Loyd (PG)
Gower; one daughter. Selena Ann Gower; one brother. Charles
Edward Mathis: her parents, Oscar Lee Mathis and Lennie Marie
Waters Taylor. Survivors include two daughters, Carol Lee Gower,
Clearwater, Fla., and Edwina Sue Gower and husband, Jeffery
Elwell, Greenville. N.C.; one grandson, Preston Gower Elwell,
Greenville; three sisters, Norma Jean Earl. Jackson. Mich., Wanda
Lee Neblett, Dade City, Fla.. and Carolyn Sue Crittenden. Hardin;
one brother, Joe Mathis. Benton.
• The funeral was today (Monday) at II a.m. in the chapel of
7 Milner and Orr Funeral Home. Paducah. Rev. Bob Martin officiated. Burial was in the Otterbein Cemetery, Pope County, III.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to American Heart
Association, 3140 Parisa Dr., Paducah, KY 42003 or Rebuilding
Together, 1536 Sixteenth St., NW.,Washington. DC 20036; or leave
a message or light a candle at www.milnerandorr.com

John H. Goss
John H. Goss, 80, Pirates Cove Community. Hardin, died
Sunday, Aug. 3, 2008. at Vanderbilt Medical Center, Nashville.
Tenn. Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.

Paid Obituaries
James David Capps Jr.
the luneral for James David Capps Jr. will be Tuesday at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Ronald Kendrick
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hazel Cemetery at Hazel.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Tuesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude's Children's
Hospital, P.O. Box 50, Memphis,TN 38101-9929.
Mr. Capps Jr., 39, Barnett Street, Hazel, died Thursday. July 31,
2008 at 6 p.m. at his home. His death followed an extended illness.
He had been a Certified Nurses Assistant (CNA) at MurrayCalloway County Hospital and was a member of St. John's
Missionary Baptist Church, Murray. He was born March 15. 1969.
in Murray.
Survivors include onc daughter, Elizabeth Jones, Pans. Tenn.;
one son, Jamion David Capps, Toledo. Ohio; his mother, Dimple
Pratt. Hazel; father, J.D. Capps, Mansfield, Ohio; three sisters,
Brenda Capps, Murray, Clara Bushrod, Hazel, and Candi Porter,
Paris; one nephew. Daryl Cole. Murray; ex-wife. Sherlonda Capps
Autmen, Toledo, Ohio.

Arthur Glen Eldridge
The funeral for Arthur Glen Eldridge was Sunday at 1:30 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Sammy
Cunningham officiated. Pallbearers were Jimmy Overbey Jr., Robert
Overbey, Dale Swift, Bobby Rowland, Steve Rowland and Joe
Scott. Burial was in the Barnett Cemetery.
Mr. Eldridge, 74, Almo Road. Almo, died Thursday. July 31,
2008. at 8:53 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A mechanic, he was the previous owner and operator of the Almo
Garage in Almo. He was a member of Kirksey Baptist Church.
Born Nov. 22, 1933, in Calloway County. he was the son of the
, • late Carl Eldridge and Mourean Camp Eldridge. Preceding him in
death were two brothers. Jimmy Dale Eldridge and Billy Joe
Eldridge, and one sister, Hazel Mills.
Survivors include his wife, Wanda Eldridge to whom he was married July 26, 1955, in Corinth, Miss.; one daughter, Martha Overbey
and husband, Jim. Almo: two grandchildren, Jimmy Overbey and
wife, Renae. Murray. and Robert Overbey and wife, Sheila. Dexter;
four great-grandchildren, Cortney Lane, Jimmy Odell and Manic
and Molly Overbey; four sisters, Linda Palmer, Betty Yearry, Judy
Siepl and husband, John, and Rita Harper, all of Murray; one brother, Junior Eldridge and wife, Carmaleta, Puryear. Tenn.

Tropical Storm
Edouard aims
for Texas, La.
NEW ORLEANS (AP) Tropical Storm Edouard took
aim at the coasts of Texas and
Louisiana this morning, threatening to pick up strength from
warm Gulf waters and gain nearhurricane speeds over the next
24 hours.
Emergency teams were activated as Gulf residents prepared
for a second strong storm in less
than a month. although Edouard
is forecast to hit a different
stretch of the Texas coast or
Louisiana than Hurricane Dolly
did last month.
Rudy Guidry of Grand Isle,
on the Louisiana coast south of
New Orleans, was on his
father's houseboat making it a
bit more secure than usual.
"We're on the water right now.
Just putting on extra lines in
case it comes up," he said.
Edouard was expected to
make landfall somewhere in
Texas or southwest Louisiana on
Tuesday morning. It was moving west near 8 mph, and forecasters said the warm waters of
the Gulf provided the right conditions for the storm to intensify.

The United States considers
provincial elections, which are
expected to redistribute power at
the local level, essential to reconciling Iraq's rival ethnic and
religious communities.
But Kurds object to a measure that would equally distribute
provincial council seats among
Arabs. Kurds and Turkomen in
Tamim province, which lies just
south of their own semiautonomous region in Iraq's north.
Kurds and their allies already
hold a majority on the council.
and fear the power-sharing proposal would dilute their power.
They consider the province.
whose capital is Kirkuk. part of
their historic homeland and want
to incorporate it into their own
northern region.
from
pressure
Despite
American and U.N. officials,
high-level talks have so far
failed to resolve the impasse,
lawmakers said.
-Things are getting more difficult." a prominent Kurdish
lawmaker, Mahmoud Othman,
told the AP on Monday. "It has
not been possible to reach an
agreement so far."
The 275-member parliament

had hoped to hold a vote dunng
special session Sunday. But the
session never convened, because
party and legislative leaders
could not agree on a formula
that would satisfy Arab. Kurdish
and Turkoman demands
The United Nations has recommended postponing elections
in Tamim while allowing the
vote to proceed in Iraq's other
17 provinces.
Also on the parliament's
agenda is a supplementary budget that officials say must be
passed before the lawmakers can
begin their suinnier break,
which had been due to start last
Thursday.
Lawmakers bnetly convened
but lacked a quorum and
adjourned.
Deputy parliamentary speaker Khalid al-Attiyah said lawmakers would meet again on
Tuesday to "vote for a supplementary budget and the election
law if an agreement can be
reached."
Another thorny point in the
elections law opposed by Kurds
is an article that replaces
Kurdish security forces in
Kirkuk with mostly Arab forces

a

Iron. ,.t her parts • • • lie country.
The issue of Kirkuk. the center of Iraq's vast northern oil
fields, has emerged as a litmus
test for the ability of Iraq's ethnic and sectarian leaders to compromise on critical issues in the
interest of national reconciliation.
The Kurds - traditionally
staunch allies of the U.S and
majority Shiites in Iraq - at's.
are at loggerheads with the central government over a new oil
law, which would throw out previous deals between the local
Kurdish administration and foreign companies.
The bitter debate has raised
concern that the tensions in
northern Iraq could spark a new
cycle of violence and jeopardize
recent security gains. That feat
was underscored this week by a
series of attacks in Baghdad and
surrounding areas.
The deadliest attack was
against an Iraqi police patrol
vehicle in Mahaweel. about 35
miles (60 kilometers) south 01
Baghdad that killed four policecivilian
three
and
men
bystanders. according to Iraqi
police.

FBI investigates new attacks on Calif. scientists
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)The FBI is investigating two
firebombings targeting scientists
at the University of California,
Santa Cruz, as the latest in a rash
of attacks against biomedical
researchers who experiment on
animals, authorities said.
One scientist and his family.
including two small children.
were forced to flee from a second-story window Saturday
after a firebomb was lit on their
front porch, filling the off-campus house with smoke. Santa
Cruz police said. An adult was
treated for minor injuries at a
hospital and released.
Police were investigating the
attack as attempted murder, said
Santa Cruz police Capt. Steve
Clark.
"That device had a real
potential to put that family in
jeopardy," Clark said. He
described the bomb as a
"Molotov cocktail on steroids."
A sprinkler system and a
neighbor with a garden hose
helped keep the fire from
spreading before firefighters
arrived to extinguish it. Clark
said.
Also Saturday morning. 3
firebomb destroyed a car
belonging to another researcher
parked at faculty housing on
campus. Investigators said they
were treating the attacks as
"domestic terrorism."
The attacks came four days
after police obtained threatening
animal rights pamphlets left at a
Santa Cruz coffeehouse containing the names and home
addresses of UC Santa Cruz scientists.
"Animal abusers everywhere
beware," the pamphlets read.
"We know where you live."
Molecular biologist David
Feldheim, whose front door was
charred, was among the
researchers on the list, the Santa
reported.
Sentinel
Cruz
According to his Web site,
Feldheim's lab uses mice to

AP

Santa Cruz, Calif. firefighter Cody Muhly installs a new sprinkler at a home on Village Circle
that was firebombed Saturday. The FBI is investigating two bombings that targeted university
scientists, the latest in a rash of attacks on biomedical researchers.
study the development of brain
functions involved in eyesight.
Authorities would not identify the researcher whose car was
destroyed but said that person's
name was not listed in the pamphlet.
A spokesman for the North
American Animal Liberation
press office, which commonly
posts messages from groups taking credit for animal rights violence, issued a statement
Sunday saying it had not
received any claims of responsi-

bility for the attacks.
"It's regrettable that certain
scientists are willing to put their
families at risk by choosing to
do wasteful animal experiments," press office spokesman
Jerry Vlasak said in the statement.
Police said they have no suspects in Saturday's attacks, the
first against UC Santa Cruz scientists since February. when
animal rights activists showed
up at the house of a breast cancer researcher during her young

daughter's birthday party.
protesters
masked
The
pounded on the front door, and
one threw a punch at the
researcher's husband as he tried
to chase them away. according
to police. The FBI is still investigating that case.
In recent years, three UCLA
researchers who use non-human
primates have been targeted
with firebombs, though two
failed to ignite. Animal rights
groups claimed responsibility
for all three attacks.
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Fret Hearing Test with This Coupon - Offer Expires 8/31/08
All hearing aids sold on a 30 Day Trial Purchase
Professionals Available For You!
Call Today - 270-753-8055 or Call Toll Free 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12111 Street - Murray, KY
"Since 1876 - A Name You Can Trust-
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Food demonstrations and samples
Smith, Laura
will be provided at Tuesday market

Ladiesof itieaks
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Express
announces stops for Aug.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Health Express will
offer blood pressure checks,
pulse, vision, and glaucoma
screenings at its stops during
the month of August.
Glaucoma, a disease of the
optic nerve caused by the eye's
inability to withstand increased
inner pressure, is a leading
cause of blindness in the United States. However, it is presentable. The following are
some glaucoma facts:
Most types of glaucoma do
not have warning signs in the
early stages.
A screening every two years
is suggested even if there is
no family history of glaucoma.
If there is a family history
of glaucoma. an annual screening is suggested.
When detected early, glaucoma can be treated easily with
special eye drops.
These screenings are offered
to detect disease in its earliest stages when there are no
symptoms of disease. If you
are experiencing symptoms, you
should see your physician.
Dunng the month of August,
the Health Express will make
stops to the following locations:
Tuesday. Aug. 5, 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
- Save-A-Lot in Murray:
Thursday. Aug. 7.9 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Wal-Mart in Paris, Tenn.;
Tuesday, Aug. 12, 8:30 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. - Dollar General Store in Puryear, Tenn.;
Tuesday, Aug. 12, 1 to 3
p.m. - Hazel Baptist Church
in Hazel:

The Ladies of the Oaks er, Mary Alice
Country Club will have its annu- Parker and Janet Kirk;
Third place - Edwina Bucy.
al Betty Shepard Memorial
Two-Lady Open Golf Tourna- Carolyn Greenfield and Carrie
ment on Wednesday with tee Stokes with extra shot taken.
Winners of individual golf
off time at 9 a.m. If you have
not signed up to play, call Melva play on July 30 at 8:30 a.m.
were announced by Shauna
Hatcher at 753-9517.
Winners of golf scramble Mullins, hostess, as follows:
First place, - Debbie Dick.
on July 30 at 9 a.m. were
announced by Shirley Wade Kelly Dick, Debra Boyle and
and Carolyn Greenfield. host- Shaunna Mullins;
Second place - Sue Outesses, as follows:
First place - Dot Finch. land, Debbie Story. Patsy Neale
Kitty Steele and Debbie Dick and Edwina Bucy.
The Tuesday Night Golf will
with extra shot taken:
Second place - Bronda Park- not meet again this summer.

Wednesday, Aug. 13, 9 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:00
p.m. - Post Office in New
Concord:
Monday, Aug. 18, 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. - George Weakd
Community Center in Murray;
Thursday, Aug. 21, 7 to 11:30
a.m. - PTL South Lot in Murray.
Monday. Aug. 25, 8:30 to
11.3(1 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.ni.
- Wal-Mart in Murray.
Tuesday. Aug.26, 7:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
The Kenlake Ladies Golf
- Spring Creek Health Care League met at the Bill Hamin Murray:
rick Memorial Golf Course,
Wednesday, Aug. 27, 9 to located in Kenlake State Resort
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 Park, on Wednesday morning
p.m. - Cadiz Baptist Church fcr the league's weekly golf
in Cadiz;
game.
Thursday, Aug. 28, 8:30 to
Winners of the morning
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. game were Gloria Thies and
- First United Methodist Church Joann Wardynski.
in Murray.
A chip on hole No. 9 was
Additionally, MCCH Health by Wardysrilsi. Thies also had
Express will have the follow- closest to the pin on hole No.
ing stops offering free screenI.
ings:
Present were eight ladies
Wednesday. Aug. 6, 9 a.m. for the golf play.
to 3 p.m. - Blood Drive at
The league invites ladies to
Wal-Mart in Murray:
come each Wednesday at 9
Tuesday, Aug. 19, 8 a.m. a.m. to play golf at the Kento 12 Noon and Ito 3: p.m. lake State Park golf course.
Ladies of the Murray Coun- Free Vision/Glaucoma, Osteoporosis, Blood Pressure Screen- try Club
ings at the Center for Health
& Wellness in Murray.
Also available at these
screenings is an Occult Blood
Screening Kit. The cost is
$4. This screening detects blood
in the stool, which can be an
early indicator of colon cancer.
For more information on the
August Health Express schedule or about the screenings
offered, call 762-1348.

koolakeladiesColf
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Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

HAPPENINGS
by Anoka Feeler
We've had a very interesting
week. To start off. Mr. Richard
Dennis came and entertained us
with his electric guitar. He's from
Nashville but hopefully Murray will
be his new honie_ We really enjoyed
all the sanely of music he played
and we're hoping he'll be back to
play for us again.
On Tuesday we enjoyed Bobbie
Chrysler on the piano and then
Thursday Cathy Culbert on the
accordion
We had a -Tasting Party- this
week One of our food vendors
brought all kinds of delicious meats.
salads, breads and desserts for us to
try. They even made us homemade
pizzas that were wonderful' We
really enjoyed sampling several of
the foods on our new menus and we
are looking forward to starting
them.
Nell Norsworthy celebrated her
birthday won a party Saturday
atternoon with her family and
friends Happy Birthday Ms. Nell
and many more We also want to
wish Teresa Oaklej, a Happy
Birthday Teresa is our current 2008
Employee of the Year
Hickory Woods hosted a tea for
all of our new residents which
include: Millie Hayden. Steve &
Helen Jezik. Ethel Fitter and Ted
Farrell. Welcome''' We're glad
you've chosen Hickory Woods as
your new home
...Nothing else looks or feeh We
home bast we come close
54 UtterbacA Rd • Murray, Ky
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CCHS Team will be honored

A reception in honor of the new Calloway County High
School Administration team of Brian Wilmurth, principal, Heath
Wall. assistant principal, and Josh McKeel, athletic director,
will be Tuesday from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the high school
cafeteria. The public is invited to attend.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m.
and Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

TOPS Group will meet

TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at
First Christian Church fellowship hall. ill North Fifth St.
Weigh-in will be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Johna
at 227-9521.

Trent Christopher Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Bradley Jones of Murray are the
parents of a son. Trent Christopher Jones, born on Fnday, June
27. 2008, at 11:51 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 10 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Heather Kennette Cleaver.
Grandparents are Kenneth aad Cindy Cleaver of Almo and
Phillip and Nancy Jones of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Junior and Kathryn Cleaver of Almo.

LBL reunion on Sunday
GOLDEN POND. Ky. -Former residents of the area
now known as Land Between
The Lakes (LBL) National

A maximum of five ballots per
individual voter will be counted.
Photo copies will not be accepted.
Mail ballot to or drop off at:

011111111111% P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071
1001 WhItnell Ave., Murray, KY
•— •
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Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet Tuesday
at 5:30 p.m. at the Calloway County High School band room.

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday

LEkER&TIMES

14

Laker Band Boosters to meet

Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For •
information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 226-4625.

Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the southside rear door located
near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a
problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

Fire Protection group will meet

Calioway County Fire Protection District will meet tonight
at 6 at the No. I fire station on East Sycamore Street.

Located On
Hwy. 121 South
in Mayfield, KY
Open 10 a.m. hi 5 p.m.
Manday-Saturday
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Dexter-Almo meeting planned

Dexter-A lmo Heights Water District will meet tonight at 7
at the office at 351 Almo Rd., Almo.

MWC Board will meet

The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will
Recreation Area will gather this
tonight at 6:30 at the club house. Cynthia Barnes, presmeet
summer on Sunday at Fenton
urges all members to attend.
ident,
Special Events Area for their
annual Homecoming.
The 37th Annual Between Ash Street Center plans classes
Ash Street Learning Center at 203 Ash St., Murray, has
the Rivers Homecoming celemonth of August. Basic Combrates former residents of the scheduled special classes for the
from 1 to 3 p.m. InterTrigg County, Ky., portion of puter Skills will be every Wednesday
from 1 to 3 p.m. E-mail
1,BL. Fenton Special Events net Basics will be every Tuesday
be every Thursday from 1 to
Area is located east of the Eggn- and Online Communications will
Brown and thereer Ferry Bridge on U.S. High- 3 p.m. All classes will be given by Mitchell
's no charge. To sign up for these classes call 753-5000. ext.
way 68/80.
'The yearly reunion at LBL 310.
is a chance for former Between
the Rivers residents to visit Quilt Lovers sponsoring bus trip
Murray Quilt Lovers is sponsoring a chartered bus for its
and reminisce. All former residents, relatives, and friends members and anyone who is interested in going to the Nashville
are invited. Those attending Quilt Show on Saturday, Aug. 23. The cost is $25 per person
should bring food, beverages, which needs to be paid at the time the reservation is made.
lawn chairs, and any other pic- The bus will leave at 7:15 a.m. from the north end of the
Wal-Mart parking lot and return the same day by 7 p.m. To
nic or recreation items they
wish. Restrooms, picnic tables. make a reservation or for more information, contact Paula
Hulick at 753-0323 or 752-0662.
grills. and drinking water are
provided.
Between the Rivers Home- Street closing announced
Sycamore Street from Lynnwood Street to Doran Road will .
comings are also planned for
closed until 5 p.m. on Friday. Aug. 8. Culvert replacements :
be
the
at
Tenn.,
County,
Stewart
be made, according to the release from the city of Murwill
Aug.
Bison Range picnic area
31, and Lyon County. Ky., ray.
Sept. 20, at the Star Camp
Bazzell Cemetery needs funds
picnic area. More informaBazzell Cemetery is in need of funds for the maintenance
these
for
tion will be available
the cemetery. Persons may send donations to Willis Sanders,
of
events at a later date. For
8224 St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, KY 42071.
more information on the Trigg
County Between the Rivers
Cemetery funds needed
Homecoming, contact Wendell
Funds are needed to add to the fund for the upkeep of the
Wallace at 270-522-6721.
Salem Cemetery, located north of Lynn Grove. They may be
sent to Charles Windsor, treasurer, 166 Honeysuckle In.. Murray, KY 42071

SALE IN PROGRESS •10ING OUT OF BUSINESS
si:es to

Tuesday Night Ladies Bowling League will meet Tuesday
at 6:30 p.m. at Corvette Lanes. New ladies are welcome and
your name will be e placed on a team (4 women team) it
you do not have one.

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Make at 873-2336.

Watch
The Murray Ledger & Times
For Your Calloway County
Favorites Ballot!
itiasTo

Women's
Shoes

Ladies League to meet Tuesday

Murray Singles will meet

m Ws Time To
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Vote...
d
vibu
.
.
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Calloway County Middle School will host an open house
on Tuesday from 5 to 7 p.m. for all students and their parents at the school, according to Tawnya Hunter. pnncipal.

TOPS Chapter will meet

Olive graduates from basic
training at Columbus
training in drill and ceremonies,
weapons, map reading, tactics.
military courtesy, military justice, physical fitness, ftrst aid,
and Army history, core values
and traditions.
Additional training included development of basic combat skills and battlefield operations and tactics, and experiencing use of various weapons
and weapons defenses availinfantry
the
to
able
crewman:Olive is the son of
Ronnie Olive of N. Fourth St
and grandson of Florence Olive
of State Route 94 W., both of
Murray. Ky.
The private is a 1999 graduate of Murray High School.

Food demonstratious and samples will
be provided by the Calloway County Extension Office at the Nlurnis -Calloway County Farmers' Market at the Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds, Ky. 121 North, on
Tuesday beginning at 8:15 a.m.
Cathy Smith, expanded food and nutri
tion education program assistant, and Katie
Keith, University of Kentucky intern, will
demonstrate recipes using the produce provided. Farmers Market is open on lueslo's
and Saturdays from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
days
Datebook Featured
are a large variety of products
By Jo Burkeen
locally grown and harvested. For more
Community
information call the Calloway County ExtenEditor
sion Office at 753-1452.

CCMS will host open house

The Ladies of the Murray
Country Club played golf on
July 30.
Winners were as follows:
Championship flight - Amy
McDowell, low gross, and
Bobby Ann Lee, low net;
First flight - Peggy Shoemaker, low gross, and Freda
Steely, low net;
Second flight - Vickie Baker,
low gross. and Marilyn Adkins,
low net:
Overall low putts - Norma
Frank.
Ann Stanley had low gross
for nine hole golfers.
The ladies will play golf
on Wednesday at 8:30 a.m, at
the club with Ann Stanley as
hostess. Pairings will be made
at the tee.

Sonficoliews

COLUMBUS. Ga. — Army
Pvt. Richard M. Olive has
graduated from basic infantry
training at Fort Benning,
Columbus.
During the nine weeks of
training. the soldier received

LOOk1111
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Cemetery funds needed
Funds are needed to add to the fund for the upkeep of the
North Pleasant Grove Cemetery. These may be sent to Margaret Nell Boyd, treasurer. 1102 Vine St.. Murray, KY 42071.

CCHS Class of 1998 plans event
Calloway County High School Class of 1998 will have its
10-year class reunion on Saturday. Aug. 16, from 7 p.m. to
midnight at the Murray Country Club. For more information
contact Jason Pittman.
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published ate pictures and a
story about the I I 5th annual Fancy
farm Picnic on Aug. I. Politi,aans pictured include U.S. Senate hopefuls Scott Baesler and Jim
Bunning and Congressional candidates "Tom Barlow and Ed Whitfield. The story. and pictures were
by Slid Writer and Photographer
David Rall/ey
Tom Diener, Rotary Club District governor, was the speaker at
a meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club held at Seven Seas Restaurant
Winners of Kentucky Barkley
Bass N' Gals Fishing Tournament
held out of Kenlake Boat Dock
were Burnette Ferguson, first, and
Debbie Adams, second.
20 years ago
The second annual Calloway
County Draft Horse and Mule Show
was held July 29 at Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Local participants receiving awards
were Franklin Rogers, Bob
Cochran. Billy Morgan, Henry
Armstrong, Joe Dec Hopkins and
Glen Kelso.
Births reported include a boy
to Marla and Randall Goanell,
July 30; a boy to Lucinda and
Russell Wilson. a boy to Tonya
and Loyd Burch, a girl to Jacinta and David Hassell and a boy
to Bonnie and David Eldridge,
July 31, a boy to Denise and
William Chester, a boy to Ginger
and Jeff Russell and a girl to
Leona and David Smith. Aug. I.
30 years ago
Calloway County officials are
asking Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll to declare the county a disaster area in connection with farm
crop losses due to an excessive
dry summer. Calloway County
Judge Executive Robert 0. Miller
said -the declaration would put
the county in line for certain federal disaster benefits."
Published is a picture of the

Howard Swyers Family at the last
session of the 120th birthday twoday homecoming Si First Christian Church, located on North 5th
Street. Just off the Murray courtsquare.
4111 years ago
Calloway County High School
Pnncipal Howard Cnttenden has
announced registration for seniors
on Aug 5. juniors on Aug 6,
sophomores on Aug 7, and freshman on Aug. 8
Published is a picture of Ann
Ross, Gale Broach, Ellen Watson,
Randy Wilson, Danny Williams,
Darrell Crawford. Nancy Ross and
Mike Burchett, members of Calloway County 4-H Club with counselors, Hank F'ribble and John S.
Williams, at the 4-H Club Camp
at Dawson Springs
56 years ago
Dr Guy Battle, head of department of languages and literature
at Murray State University, will
give the commencement address
on Aug. 8 at MSC, according to
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
of MSC.
Richard S. (Dick') Shackelford,
25, died Aug. 2 from injuries untamed in an automobile accident
near Lexington as he was enroute
to Fort Meade, Md., fix two weeks
Army reserve training. He was
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
E. Shackelford of Murray.
60 years ago
Rev. George Hargrove, pastor
of Baptist Church at Milburn, is
the speaker at the revival now in
progress at Spring Creek Baptist
Church.
Dee Denning is now associated with the Max Churchill Ruleral Home as a licensed funeral
director and embalmer, according
to Max H. Churchill. owner.
William J. Co!burn of Murray
has been granted a medical scholarship at the University of

Chronic headaches
Couple is open about dating
while wife is behind bars
caused by head trauma?
DEAR ABBY: For the past
six months I have been dating a man I'll call 'Tom.' Our
kids adore each other, our parents think we're a great couple, and our friends love seeing us together. There's just
probone
lem:
He's
married.

Dear Abby
By Abigail
Van Buren

Tom's wife
been
has
up
locked
some
for
and
time,
neither of us
ever expected to fall in
love. I asked
him

it

he

planned on
telling her
about us, and he said, "yes,"
because he can't lie about it
to her. We've been very open
about our relationship.
Now that she's out, I can't
help but wonder what I was
thinking getting involved in
this relationship. Don't get me
wrong, Abby. I love Tom
deeply, and he feels the same
way. HIS family has been telling
him for months that he's crazy
if he doesn't leave her. What
should I do about this? -NEEDS TO KNOW NOW IN
VIRGINIA

TO
NEEDS
DEAR
KNOW: I can answer that in
one short paragraph. Cut off
all contact with Tom until he
decides that his marriage is over
AND files for divorce. Then
ask yourself, 'Is it worth the
gamble to marry a man with
as little character as this one
has shown?' To paraphrase
Stephen Stills, If he's not with
the one he loves, then he loves

Todaylnllistor1
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Aug. 4. the
217th day of 2008. There are 149
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 4, 1944, Nazi police
raided the secret annex of a building in Amsterdam and arrested eight
people. including I5-year-old Anne
Frank, whose diary became a
famous account of the Holocaust.
(Anne died at the Bergen-Belsen
concentration camp some seven
months later.)
On this date:
In 1735, a jury acquitted John
Peter Zenger of the New York
Weekly Journal of seditious libel.
In 1790, the Coast Guard had
its beginnings as the Revenue Cutter Service.
In 1792. English romantic poet
Percy Bysshe Shelley was born
at Field Place near Horsham, Eng-

land.
In 1830, plans for the city of
Chicago were laid out.
In 1892, Andrew and Abby
Borden were axed to death in
their home in Fall River, Mass
Lizzie Borden, Andrew's daughter from a previous marnage, was
accused of the killings, but acquitted at trial.
In 1900. Britain's Queen Elizabeth, The Queen Mother, was
born.
In 1916, the United States
reached agreement with Denmark
to purchase the Danish Virgin
Islands for $25 million.
In 1964, the bodies of missing civil nghts workers Michael
Schwerner, Andrew Goodman and
James Chaney were found buried
in an earthen dam in Mississippi
In 1977. President Carter signed
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a measure establishing the Department of Energy.
In 1987, the Federal Communications Commission voted to
abolish the Fairness Doctrine,
which required radio and television stations to present balanced
coverage of controversial issues.
Ten years ago: Turning aside
an argent White House appeal,
Chief fustier William H. Rehnquist cleared the way for prosecutors to question White House
lawyers about their advice to President Clinton in the Monica Lewinsky case. The Dow Jones industrial average plunged 299.43 points,
finishirg at 8,487.31.
Five years ago: California Gov.
Gray Davis asked the state Supreme
Court to delay his Oct. 7 recall
election until the following March
(the recall went ahead as originally scheduled).

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
a 40-year-old woman and suffer from headaches. I have
seen several doctors, who diag•
••
nosed me with migraines or
DEAR ABBY: At 29. I guess
stress headaches. I have seen
I could be considered a late
my general physician several
bloomer when it comes to dattimes over
out
figure
to
ing. I'm trying
years.
the
how it all works and how to
but he has
start meeting potential partnot ordered
ners. I'm painfully shy around
any testing.
men, but am considering the
He told me
option of joining some lurid
have
of group activity to broaden
migraines
my acquaintances.
and gave me
The idea of online dating
narcotic
a
threatening,
less
seems much
Dr. Gott medication
and I know couples who have
to take as
met that way. However, some
needed.
By
of my co-workers have told
Is there is
Dr. Peter Gott
me that online dating would
possibility
a
put
would
be degrading and
that the headaches are caused
me -- and my emotions -- at
by head trauma? During a pregreater risk than traditional datvious marriage, my husband
ing. What would you advise?
was abusive and beat my head
ROOKIE
-- DATING
concrete. I was also
against
DEAR DATING ROOKIE:
in a car accident a few years
You should do both. Joining
later, and my head went through
one or more group activities
the windshield. I was never testwill give you a chance to polwith an MRI or CT scan
ed
learn
ish your social skills and
following these injuries. I don't
to relax around men. And conrecall if the headaches started
sidering the fact that you're
after one of the events. but I
starting late, it's a skill that
know that they have been
do
acquire.
to
time
little
may take a
increasing in severity over time.
You should also check out
I am so tired of being in
the Internet social and dating
pain because of my headaches.
sites. Meeting people online
Do you have any suggestions?
is not degrading, and I have
DEAR READER: Chronic
not only heard front readers
headaches can be very diffiwho met online and married,
cult to treat. Nearly everyone
but also know personally sevexperiences headaches at some
eral couples who met that way
point in their lifetimes, often
together.
happy
and are very
because of stress. Some peo•
•
•
ple, however, have headaches
DEAR ABBY: What is the
regularly for a variety of reaword on men wearing baseball caps into a fairly nice
restaurant and not taking them
off? I think it is rude, and
ruder still for them -- and
South deakrr.
North-South vulnerable.
women are guilty of this too
NORTH
-- to dress like they just fin42
ished mowing the lawn. How
.1 1063
do you feel about this? -•1062
•A Q 572
DRESSED UP IN NORTH
EAST
WEST
CAROLINA

the one he's with!" And that
kind of person is very poor
husband material.

too well what it is like to feel
perfectly fine and then all of
a sudden have the beginnings
of a headache that can escalate to a rapidly debilitating
state.
There are several types of
headaches, including tension
(caused by stress. cluster
(caused by blood-vessel abnormalities) and migraine (caused
by abnormal levels of semtonin and blood-vessel abnormalities). Migraines can cause
blurred vision, stiff neck, lightheadedness. sensitivity to light
or noise and more. Tension
headaches can cause neck and
shoulder stiffness or soreness
pain. Cluster
head
and
headaches generally cause only
head pain but occur in clusters over several days, weeks
or even months. Because you
do not say what symptoms
you have other than pain. I
cannot be sure what type of
headache you have. However,
you have been diagnosed
repeatedly with migraines by
several different doctors, so I
must assume that the doctors
are correct.
You should see a neurologist, who can order thorough
testing of your brain to determine whether your head trauma has caused permanent brain
damage. The neurologist will
also be up to date on the latest treatment options, or. if he
or she believes the headaches
are not coming from your brain.
can refer to you an appropriate specialist.

ContractBridge

DEAR DRESSED UP:People who wear baseball caps in
upscale establishments show a
lack of pride in their appearance and an ignorance of good
manners. In an effort to promote business, many restaurants
have relaxed or done away
with their dress codes.
Because there is nothing
you or I can do to change it,
rather than let it ruin your
dining experience, you have
two choices: Direct your attention only to what's going on
at your own table, or patronize a restaurant that has a
stricter dress code.
••••

Dear Abby is written by

'BABY 1311_13EScvD

sons, or no reason at all.
Migraine sufferers know all

Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

hid them.
Against six clubs, the Canad:an
West (Subhash (iuptai decided that
his best chance to get two locks was
to try to get a heart rutT. Since this
required his partner to be on lead at
trick two, he elected to lead the four
of diamonds, hoping to find Last
•K 10765 with the ten!
J 98 4
The scheme should hase miscar•9 8 7 4 2
V—
ried, since dummy had the ten. hut
•AKQ.19874 •5
the unusual opening lead caught
•94
43
declarer fast asleep. South could
SOUTH
have won the first trick with either
•A Q 3
the six or the ten, hut when he played
•AKQ5
dummy's deuce instead, an aston•3
ished Last tOund himself'sinning the
•KJ 1065
trick with the five!
The bidding:
East may have been flabberNorth East
West
South
gasted, but he certainly was not par-.
Disk
Pica
5•
I4
alyzed..1fier the Ilse held the trick, it
64
did not take him long to figure out
Opening lead — four of diamonds.
what is, do nest.
of
One of the great attractions
Since his partner had obviously
budge is its intrinsic ability to generate a steady supply of unexpected sit- gone to great lengths to try to put him
on lead, there had to be a reasonable
uations. For example, imagine how
Lastmusthaseteltaidieendolthe explanation. And the only conclusion
East could reach that made any sense
which
deal,
this
on
first tnck
was that Wt-Si was trying to get a
occurred in a match between Canada
heart run"
arid Bermuda.
the heart return was duly
The bidding requires some explaby West at tnek two, and
trumped
nation. The Bermuda South's club
quickly went down one. At
declarer
but
more
or
points
16
guaranteed
bid
said nothing whatever about clubs as the other table, there acre no fancy.
a suit. West's five-club overcall also doings, and declarer hid and made
had nothing at all to do with clubs, six dubs, giving the t'anadiarts a
but instead showed very long dia- gain of 1.470 points, or 16 IMPs, on
monds and instructetl his partner to the deal.
Tomorrow: Necessary assumption.
,..20coi Is mg eaturesin
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NA NOT PROW OF IT,
OUT I ifiCTUAU.Y
USED TO STEAL
GAS ;ROM PEOPLE
WI4ILE IVEY WERE
MUNE
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FOR FIFTY BUCKS,
SHED BETTER

1 BOUC.cHT LIZ A
DOZEN ROSES IOW
FOR NO REASON
AT ALL

1 Like an acrobat
6 Layered
haircuts
11 SI- ip's officer
12 Discreetly
14 Rodin sculpture
15 Grind ones
teeth
17 Hey'
18 LI doubled
19 Overhead
trains
20 Some
21 Hong 23 Peggy or
Brenda
24 Blacs-andwhite snack
25 Made the most
of
27 False fiont
28 Movie alien
30 Kook
31 Quite spicy
32 Nebr neighbor
33 Male hooey
bee

35 Pantry contents
36 - Jones
locker
37 Flower droplet
38 Fierce whale
42 Ms Begin
of films
43 Whopper
44 Wheel part
45 Plural ending
46 Eccentric. plus
48 Running shoe
name
49 Nonstop
51 Made amends
53 Major no-no
54 Dinner beverages
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1 Kind
of cassette
2 Bit of sand
3 Suffix for hero
4 - Mans
auto race
5 Joule fraction
6 Wet lowland

7 Tea kettle
sound
8 Pale blond
9 Fridge maker
10 Cunning
qua rty
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MOMENT OF
MALE CLARITY
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18
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Ti4E COLORS
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I WAS
WONDERIN6
IF YOU COULD
FLY ME TO )
MONTANA
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ON SOME MAPS ITS
ORANGE,AND ON
ONERS IT'S 6REEN..
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di

N N. min
ERlRUmum

11 Get ready
for a trip
13 vacillated
16 Shortfall
20 'Exodus
character
22 Rough sack
23 Lease
24 Surpass
26 Go to court
27 lcky
substance
28 Swirled
29 It may be
rapid
31 Practical
question
34 Biologist s
eggs
35 Shoe fillers
37 Likewise
39 Bonn s river
40 Future pickles
41 Retired
43 Bonkers
46 Society girl
47 Hit heavy seas
48 Persona grata
50 Nile god
52 Scale note
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Bunning plans to seek 3rd term, Luallen to challenge?
Staff & AP Reports
Republican Sen. Jim Bunning on Saturday repeated
his intention to seek a third
term in 2010. and predicted
he'll be a pnme target of
Democrats.
Bunning. who has twice
won Senate races by razorthin margins, predicted he'll
have about $500,000 in campaign funds by year's end
for what he expects will be
an expensive race.
Asked about potential
Democratic challengers. Bunning replied, "There will be
plenty."
Bunning made the remarks
before a GOP breakfast leading up to the annual Fancy
Farm Picnic, signaling the
start of Kentucky's generalelection campaign this year.
One possible Democratic
challenger could be State
Auditor Crit Luallen.
Luallen. who won re-election last year. is keeping her
options open, but said she's
getting encouragement from
people in Kentucky and
Washington. D.C.. to consider the 2010 Senate race.
Luallen considered runs
for governor last year and
the Senate this year but
backed away after having
bouts with cancer. She said
she feels great and will have
a checkup this fall.
"Assuming that that goes
well, I certainly would be
encouraged to consider fut are
possibilities." she said while
attending the Fancy Farm
Picnic.

Back on the Fag=
Meanwhile, Bunning's appearance at Fancy Farm was his
first in a few years. He
skipped the event in recent
years after saying his wife
was bruised from jostling by
unruly supporters of his
opponent at the 2004 event.
Bunning said he attended
this year's event to help his
Senate colleague from Kentucky, Mitch McConnell,
who is being challenged by
Democrat Bruce Lunsford
this fall.
Democratic Gov. Steve
Beshear got in a dig at
Bunning for the senator's
past complaints about security at Fancy Farm, which
attracts exuberant partisans
on both sides.
"I think I had something
to do with it," Beshear
joked in commenting on
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ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
Murray State University President Dr. Randy Dunn (standing)
greeted the candidates on the speakers' platform at Fancy
Farm Saturday afternoon. Here, he's pictured with State Sen.
Ken Winters (seated right) and U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield. Dunn
and his wife also sat on the platform for the early part of the
speaking.
seeks a third term. and BunBunning's appearance this
ning said Saturday he
year. "Because I called his
office and offered to call out intends to run again.
Grayson said one possibilthe National Guard to protect
ity for him is a run for
him down here if he really
governor in 2011, saying
needed it."
he'll "probably start looking
after new
seriously next year."
Republican Secreoffeelit
Grayson said Democratic
tary of State Trey Grayson
Gov. Steve Beshear is a
says he expects to see his
good man, but he took a
name on Kentucky's ballot
swipe at the first-term goveragain. He's just not sure
nor's job performance. He
which office he'll seek.
said if Beshear had "exerted
Grayson, considered a risa little more leadership."
ing GOP star, is in his seclawmakers might have passed
ond term as secretary of
a bill shoring up the state's
state, having won re-election
financially troubled pension
last year while Democrats
system for public employees
were winning several other
during this year's regular
statewide offices.
Grayson told reporters Fri- General Assembly session.
Instead, they ended up
day night at a Fancy Farmpassing the legislation during
eve GOP rally that his
a special session.
immediate plan is to oversee
Wacky outfits: U.S.
"the best-run elections" ever
Sen. Mitch McConnell is
in Kentucky this November.
known for having folks
After that, he said, his
dressed in wild get-ups to
thoughts will turn more
make points and characterize
toward his political plans.
Democrats in particular
Kentucky's next big
ways.
statewide election will be in
This year, a group of
2010 for a U.S. Senate seat
held by Republican Jim Bun- people dressed as Middle
Eastern shieks wore signs of
ning. Grayson said he would
their "support" for Bruce
support his fellow northern
Lunsford.
Kentuckian if the senator

ERIC WALKER/Ledger & Times
Backers of U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell dressed as Arab sheiks and Hugo Chavez and carried
signs in "support" of Democratic challenger Bruce Lunsford. The Democrats also showed up
in costume too or held anti-McConnel! signs (ar right).
The Democrats had
some costumed cohorts,
too, with McConnell
masks and dressed as
a dalmation (President
Bush's "lap dog"), a
turtle (for funds
McConnell allegedly
supported for the
Charles Darwin
Research Center on the
Galapagos Islands I. and
Darth Vade_k
Br
: Fancy
Breakdown:
Farm Picnic emcee
Rep. Rocky Adkins, DSandy Hook, brought a
bit of Pikeville's "Hillbilly Days" to western
Kentucky.
Adkins
asked a
bluegrass
band,
which
was
entertaining
the
crowd
before
the
Adldns
political
speaking, to play

"Foggy Mountain
Breakdown" when the
speaker went over his
or her allotted time.
One speaker fell
victim to the tune: Jii
Bunning.

Ba
Et
chi

Adkins knows
pressure: Adkins

-

said
he was asked how
he'd deal with pressure
of being the emcee for
the political speaking
at Fancy Farm.
He replied that he'd
played basketball in
Racer Arena, so he
knew what pressure.
was all about.
Adkins played ball
at Morehead State University.

Breakfast ham: A
Calloway Countian
claimed the country
ham prize given awa\
at the Democrats'
breakfast Saturday
morning.
Kathleen Prescott or
Hazel had her name
drawn for the prized
pork.

led .'ataraia4likiaiaaataisaihaii

SERVICE

Home care is more than
machines, medicines and
equipment it is the promise of
skilled help right at home. It is
instruction and service on the
spot It is a trained respiratory
therapist right at your bedside
so that recovery is fast and
complete.VVhen you need
respiratory therapy, we're
there when you need us:

With over a century of
expenence and a commitment
to treating you like famiry.
Legacy means reliability From
CPAP / BiPaP equipment to
oxygen and hospital equipment
for r-home recovery, you
can rely on our experience
and commitment

Mar 3 & 4, 2CX)9
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Home

Toll Free 866375-0202

Toll Free 866 262 -OW

Won*:legacy02andsleep con'
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FAREWELL PERFORMANCES!
May 12 & 13, 2009

CALL 210450
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
NI

if*
PKWC*.

Carson Center

Xprt

Mui

HOME

atIbT1.1-'

Count the years 30 as,,
pharmacy professiona, 25 as an
industry consultant 20 as a
patient services specialist 20 as
an equipment technician .and
the list goes on. With
eers totaling I 35
combined ca,
years in respiratory therapy and
home health, otx staff has the
skills and knowedge to see the
need and fulfill our prom:se.
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USSSA BASEBALL

The benefits to playing the big boys
OVC VS. BCS MATCHUPS BRING PAY DIRT TO CONFERENCE SCHOOLS
ching, the bling-bling or whatever have to do it," Griffin said. "It's
paw ROSA
a financial staple from a competsuits you
Fridley tosilli
Fel
difficult
it's
A September Saturday night date itive standpoint. Yes,

courtesy of Tab Brockman

Davis, of the 12U Hub City Braves tries
to keep cool during Sunday afternoon play in
the Back to School Bash. The tournament
was held at ballfields all over Murray and at
Mike Miller Park in Draffenville.

4TOn

in Bloomington, Ind awaits Matt when you have a young team like
Griffin and the Racers, following we did last year and go and play
the opening kickoff against Lam- Louisville, but it's just the process.
buth that will commence later this You're not going to get to the top
of the mountain unless you fight
month on the 28th at 7 p.m.
Sure, the facilities are usually
And Griffin will roll out his the best you can on the way up.
someis
turf
the
a little bit nicer,
new breed of 'Breds starting tomor- It's a heck of a battle to fight."
times bouncier, and heck, you might row at 4:05 p.m. for the first offiThose that will be duking it out
even get on TV every now and cial fall practice of the new sea- this year include Eastern Illinois
then.
making a trip a few miles north
son.
But when sorting out the reaAfter looking at the composite to play at Illinois. Jacksonville
son as to why smaller schools such Ohio Valley Conference Schedule State and newly minted starting
as Murray State play a non-con- for this upcoming season, every quarterback Ryan Perrilloux will
ference schedule that includes one team with the exception of two, travel to Georgia Tech. Southeast
of the big boys from the BCS take on teams from the Big 10, Missouri State will play at Mis(Bowl Championship Subdivision) Big 12, Big East or Southeastern souri and Tennessee Tech travels
you need look no further than the Conference.
to Louisville.
almighty dollar, or dinero, chingAll of those games are sched"From a financial benefit, you

Aug 5
Aug. 8
Aug 7
Ak4). 7
Aug 15
Aug 9
Avg 9
Aug. 10
Aug. 12
Aug. 12
Aug 14
Aug. 14
Aug. 15
Aug. 16
049). 16
Aug. 19
Aug. 19
Aug. 19

4.05 pci
4:06 pin
815 am
405 p.m
4:05 p.m
W 15 a.m
416 pm
406 p.m
8:15 am
4:06 p.m
Ik15 a.m
405 p.m
415 p.m
9:15 am.
4:05 p.m.
8:15 ant
WM p.m.
AyS p.m.

uied tot Nept

h.

The University of Tennessee
Martin, however, opens up season
II See SCHEDULE,2B
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Back to School
Bash crowns
champs in heat
MURRAY STII4GERS BRING
. HOME TITLE IN 8U DIVISION
•Zpecial to the Ledger
The temperatures soared and so did the
action on the baseball diamonds throughout
the region this weekend as 64 teams battled
'or championships in the 6th Annual USSSA
Back to School Bash tournament played throughgiut Murray and at Mike Miller Park in Mar:tall County.
--.. Champions were crowned in all nine age
1ivisions on Sunday afternoon and the Mur:lay Stingers were the lone local champs, cornwith their thrilling 12-10 win in the title
asr mnoatchainteotpatclhossdivfoisr
n-dunwde
theeke8
. mdeeofwe
the
als, as the Murray Bucs reached the title
me in the II-under division and Team Blaze
e the final of the 12-under division. No
tter what each team's succeis level, the
ack to School Bash tournament provided one
ore great weekend of exciting competitive
uth baseball in the area — the final local
Iou mament of the season for area travel and
.all-star clubs.
The Stingers won their pool and advanced
to semi-final play after a 2-1 qualifying record.
On Sunday morning they topped the Mt. Washington (Ky.) MudCats 9-1 in the semis to set
-up another Stingers-Bootheel Blaze (Mo.) title
game from among 10 teams.
The third time was the charm as the Stingers
survived a one-out, bases loaded last inning
rally to beat the Blaze for the first time in
three tries this summer.
The I I u Murray Bucs also went 2-1 in
qualifying play and then dispatched the Tennessee Force 10-2 in the semis to reach the
championship game, where they lost to a very
solid Evansville (Ind.) Triplets team 10-1. It
was a similar scenario for the I 2u Team Blaze
as they went 2-1 in qualifying play, thumped
the C & C Chargers 12-4 in the semis, and
then fell to a good Hub City Braves team 91 in the championship.
• Among other local teams, the 10u Murray
Mud Dawgs had a thrilling weekend that
included a walkoff grand slam win. However
the Dawgs fell to the Mt. Washington MudCats 6-4 in the quarterfinals.
The 10u JP Redbirds ventured into travel
ball play for the first time this season and
.improved throughout the weekend. The I lu
Redbirds lost their first game 5-4 on Friday
;night and could not get over the hump in
their divisional play. The 12u JP Redbirds
went down to the wire in three close qualifying games, including a 5-3 setback to the
champion Braves, but failed to make the semifinals.
In the high school division, the two local
teams recently put together to play in this
event — Kelly Farms and the Wolfpack —
both made solid showings but failed to reach
the championship. Kelly Farms went farthest
but was ousted 13-7 in the semis by the eventual champion Owensboro Oilers.
Sunday's championship play provided a slew
of close contests in nearly all the divisions.
In the 7-under machine pitch division, the
Newburgh (Ind.)Shockers completed their undefeated weekend with a 12-3 win over the Mt.
Washington MudCats. The 9-under title went
to the Bootheel Blaze (Sikeston, Mo.) in a 65 win over the Missouri Muddogs.
The SEMO Hurricanes scored in the bottom of the sixth inning to take a 3-2 win
over the Mt. Washington MudCats for the 10under crown. The Indiana Outlaws (Evansville)topped the SEMO Cobras(Cape(iirardeau)
in a tight 4-3 final in the I3-under division.
The 14-under championship went to the
Tennessee Extreme Team in a 11-7 win over
the Harpeth HYAA Stars from Nashville. The
Southern Kentucky Legends topped the
Louisville Mavericks 6-5 in the championship
of the Junior Varsity division.
The Varsity Division crown went to the

4

M See BASH,2B

ANDY WONG , AP

men's 1,500-meter runner Leonel Manzano runs during his morning practice for the up-coming Beijing Olympic Games at a university in
Dalian, Liaoning province, China, Monday. Manzano was born in Mexico and endowed with his American citizenship four years ago.

U.S.

Living the Dream
FOR FOREIGN-BORN 1,500-METER RUNNERS, LIFE IN AMERICA
IS SOMETHING THEY'LL NEVER TAKE FOR GRANTED
By EDDIE PELLS
Associated Press
DALIAN, China (AP) — He is
too short, too small, too raw, too
... everything to be here. Yet somehow Leo Manzano made his way.
To America. To a better life.
To the Olympics.
Born in Mexico and endowed
with his American citizenship four
years ago. Manzano's is one of
three success stories that began years
ago in different lands and will
come together in the I,500-meter
race at the Beijing Games.
Manzano (Mexico), Lopez
Lomong (Sudan) and Bernard Lagat
(Kenya) were all born in places
where poverty and fear grabbed hold
of so many lives and often controlled them. They now find themselves representing their adopted
country, on the verge of living an
Olympic version of the American

"I'm really grateful for everydream.
On Aug. IS, they begin the thing he's done," Manzano said of
quest to give back to the United his father. "Just coming to AmerStates in the form of Olympic ica. There are so many things it
medals. Their race is the 1,500 makes me really appreciate."
Lomong was one of the Lost
meters — but their journeys have
been about so much more than Boys of Sudan — separated at the
point of a gun from his family at
four laps around the track.
"My dad made me realize what age 6, escaped with other kids to
things are really worth," the 23- a refugee camp in Kenya, then
year-old Manzano said this week given a new life by adoptive parat the U.S. track team's training ents in America at 16.
His first brush with the Olympics
camp.
When he was 4, Manzano was came in 2000 when he and some
smuggled over the border by friends friends ran five miles and paid
of the family to join his dad, Jesus. five shillings to watch Michael JohnJesus worked odd jobs in Ameri- son on a black-and-white TV with
ca and made more than a dozen a fuzzy screen. It was the first
risky trips back and forth to Mex- time Lomong realized running could
ico to bring the money home. be for fun, not just to survive.
"I used that to kind of motiEventually, the entire family was
united in the States. It took 15 vate myself and see how hard peomore years for Leo to finally get ple work and how proud people
are to represent their country,"
his citizenship.

Lomong said Monday at training
camp. "From that point on, I was
like, 'Man, I want to go to the
Olympics."
Lagat, who already owns two
Olympic medals, is the most accomplished runner in the threesome.
He grew up in Kenya, moved to
America in 1996 and longed to
be a citizen in this country, not
just a visitor.
His wish finally came true in
2004, but even then, he couldn't
celebrate; he had to hide his new
citizenship until after the Olympics,
so he wouldn't be declared ineligible to run for his native Kenya.
Having waited the required three
years before being able to join the
American team, he won the 1,500
and 5,000 last year at the world
championships and lived the dream
of standing on the medals podium
•See DREAM,28

PHILLIES 5, CARDINALS 4

Redbird rally comes up short in 9th
CARDS FALL TO SIX BACK IN CENTRAL,ONE BACK IN
the majors with 157 homers.
By R.B. FALLSTROM
Philadelphia finished a 5-1 trip
AP Sports Writer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Brad Lidge that gave them a 32-26 road record,
looked nothing like an untouchable percentage points off the Cardinals'
closer. Somehow,he got the job done. league-best 31-25 mark away from
Shane Victorino's three-run home home. The Phillies are 50-0 when
run capped a four-run eighth inning leading after eight.
Troy Glaus homered off the leftagainst a vulnerable St. Louis Cardinals bullpen. and Lidge survived field foul pole to start the ninth
a shaky ninth and preserved the against Lidge. The Cardinals then
Philadelphia Phillies' 5-4 victory on loaded the bases with one out with
Aaron Miles and pinch-hitter Rick
Sunday night.
-They're never easy, you know," Ankiel hitting singles and Cesar
Lidge said. "I really didn't feel like Izturis being hit by a pitch in the
shoulder. But Lidge wriggled off
it was a bad inning, per se."
Chase Utley added his 28th homer the hook by striking out rookies
for the Phillies, who have gone Nick Stavinoha and Joe Mather for
deep in 12 straight games and lead his 28th save in 28 chances, and

WILD

CARD

31st in a row darn? to Sept. 25,
2007, at Cincinnati.
"He took advantage of a couple
young hitters," Cardinals manager
Tony La Russa said."He didn't throw
strikes but they're hard to lay off.
and I've seen veterans do the same
thing."
Lidge said he just had to bear
down.
"I think Glaus did a good job
with the fastball, that was a mistake, and then these guys did a
good job of putting the bat on the
TOM GANNAM AP
ball," Lidge said. "With the bases Jimmy Rollins lumps over
coming
guys
loaded and those two
Molina after throwing to
up, I felt confident I was going to Yadter
first to complete A double play.
get out of it."
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•Schedules
From Page 18
play at South Florida, a team that many
believe might win the Big East this season.
The Bulls were picked second in the
preseason poll behind West Virginia.
The Skyhawks aren't done in the banking business though. A Nov. 8th date
looms at Auburn.
On the flip side. Austin Peay's nonconference slate includes the likes of
North Dakota State (a team picked in the
preseason to win the Missouri Valley Conference crown), Georgia Southern and Gardner-Webb, while Tennessee State takes on
the likes of Alabama A&M, Southern University and Jackson State.
Now the question begs: Which team
has the best chance of pulling off an
upset?
Probably none of them do.
The last thing the big schools want to
be is the next Michigan. Although, being
honest. Appalachian State is/was pretty
good and come on. it's Michigan.
But for the sake of argument, there
are two teams I like.
I realize that Illinois was tabbed to
finish third in the Big 10 poll and the
Illini return 13 starters under the direction of Ron Zook, but something tells
me that the Panthers will at least make
a decent and respectable showing out of
their trip to Champaign.
This might come as a big shock, but
if "all these pieces" are really in place,
there's a distinct possibility that the Racers could bump off IU.
-The Hoosiers were picked eighth in
the preseason poll and are above Iowa.
Northwestern and Minnesota. When it's
all said and done. IU will be at the bottom.
Here's why.
First, the good news. All-conference
selection Kellen Lewis is back at quarterback for Indiana this fall. Then, the
had news. Over half the starting offensive line is gone for Indiana. Plus, James
Hardy, a day one draft pick of the Buffalo Oats has gone bye-bye.
:So, holes up front are a potential problent. And speaking of holes, IU's defense
did not play a D-1 team that scored less
than 20 points against them, which included Western Michigan, Akron and Northwestern, none of which have really ever
set the college football world on fire.
Depending on how Keeth Matheny's new
spread offense takes shape, how much
better Rich Nagy's defense gets and what
we can expect from special teams, the
Racers could walk out of IU with not
only a check in hand, but a win.
Hunts Boys
Incoming freshman Tyler Brow, a Blue
Spring South graduate out of nearby
Kansas City, recently closed out his junior career by tying for fifth with an even-

par 216 over three rounds at the American Junior Golf Association Lockton/Capital Federal Kansas City Junior tournament at Oakwood Country Club.
Brown will play for Eddie Hunt and
the Racers this coming fall and Brown
told The Examiner, out of bidependence.
Mo.. that a tournament like this definitely helps his physche.
'This gives me a lot of confidence,'
he said. "There were about 99 guys in
this tournament and I finished in the top
five. This is a very prestigious tournament. I'm really excited. There are guys
from California, Florida, everywhere."
The field was invitation-only and based
upon previous finishes in other AJGA
events.
Brown will join his Racer teammates
on Aug. 20 - the first day of his classes at MSU - and the day he will try
to qualify for a spot on Hunt's team.
"This gives me a lot of momentum."
he told the newspaper. "We have to quality for spots on the first day of school.
Having this much success going in is a
big bonus. I feel like I can really compete."
Readbel Selmoddes
While Billy Kennedy and Rob Cross
are in the midst of putting some finishing touches on their basketball schedules,
other coaches in the OVC haven't wasted any time in getting theirs out.
Both Austin Peay's men's and women's
schedules are complete. On Dave Loos'
docket includes a Dec. 13 road game at
Freedom Hall against Louisville.
Six of Peay's first eight regular season games are on the road.
The Governors will also play Belmont,
the 25-9 team that almost upset Duke in
the first round of the NCAA Tournament,
in a home-and-home series.
APSU will come to the Regional Special Events Center on Jan. 10 and then
the Racers grace the Dunn Center with
their presence on Feb. 7, which just happens to be Peay's Hall of Fame night.
This much we do know about Cross'
schedule.
The first-year head coach will play a
Nov. 1 exhibition against Christian Brothers at the RSEC.
Cross will host OVC rival and last
year's OVC tournament runner up Eastern Illinois on Jan. 22 and then travel to
Charleston on Feb. 21. It's considered
those are the same nights that Kennedy
will play EIU.
Cross will play the Lady Governors
presumably on the same night the men
play Peay.
Ames the Ihs•
It was brought to my attention that
quite possibly the only good thing that
can be said for Tennessee basketball and
head coach Bruce Pearl - is the fact
that the Volunteer coach does not shy

away from playing in-state competition.
The person who made this assumption? My colleague Tommy Dillard a die-hard Memphis Tiger fan. Needless to say. Dillard got the last laugh
last season, but one thing that is not
a joke is the fact that Pearl and Company will play host to Brett Campbell, Lester Hudson and the UT Martin Skyhawks on Nov. 18 at Thompson-Boling Arena. It will be the second of the regular season home games
for the Vols. UT opens the season on
Nov. 15 against UT-Chattanooga. A
trip to Middle Tennessee State follows
on Nov. 21.
AN Eris On
Kennedy has been putting the pedal
to the medal, or burning rubber or
whatever classic cliche you want to
use to find the best prep products running the AAU circuits this summer to
help his cause while at MSU.
The third-year head coach just
returned from Las Vegas and many
Internet message boards, scouting sites
and school services, have the following players linked with the Racers.
'Georgia Stars' forward Terrell Barnes,
who is listed at 6-foot-7, and could
obviously help the Racers inside has
Central Florida, Tulane. Tennessee Tech,
Morehead State and Murray State as
schools that are on his list.
•Adrian Coleman. a 6-foot-3, 180
forward out of Stone Mountain, Ga.,
has just Murray State and South Alabama as suitors.
-Tony Nixon, out of Chicago, is getting looked at by Northern Illinois
University, Fairfield, University of California-Northridge, Southern Illinois.
Illinois State, Murray State and Illinois-Chicago.
'Edward Daniel is getting attention
from Tulsa, UAB, Chattanooga, Murray State and Ball State
•Verkeno Mann, 6-2, 165, who possess good size and quickness has UAB,
Murray State, Bucknell, Lehigh and
ETSU as possible choices.
Crossing Over
Iowa backup kicker Austin Signor
is transferring from Iowa to Eastern
Illinois University, opening the door
for him to play this year because he
is transferring to a FCS school as
opposed to having to sit out a year if
he would have gone to another BCS
club.
EIU currently has sophomore Daniel
Murray and freshman Trent Mossbrucker on the roster as kickers,, making it
a three-way competition now.
Signor was 3-of-6 on field goals
last year as a sophomore and was 8of-10 on point after attempts.
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can
211S 12th St • Murray KY • ?53.34:

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League
By The Associated Press
All Times COT
East Division
W
L Pet GB
66 44 600
Tampa Bay
3
Boston
64 48 571
51/2
550
York
61
50
New
55 56 49511 1/2
Toronto
13
Baltimore
53 57 482
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
62 49 559
-Minnesota
61 49 555 12
Chicago
7
Detroit
55 56 495
Kansas City
52 60 46410 1(2
Cleveland
48 62 43613 1/2
West Division
W
L Pet GB
69 42 622
Los Angeles
Texas
58 54 51811 1/2
1/2
Oakland
48215
53 57
Seattle
42 69 378
27
-Saturday's Games
N Y Yankees 8 L A Angels 2
Kansas ON 9. Chicago While Sox 7
Tampa Bay 9, Detroit 3
Boston 12. Oakland 2
Cleveland 5. Minnesota 1
Toronto 6 Texas 4
Baltimore 3. Seattle 1
Sundays Games
NY Yankees 14. LA Angels 9
Boston 5, Oakland 2
Tampa Bay 6. Detroit 5. 10 innings
Minnesota 6 Cleveland 2
Kansas City 14 Chicago While Sox 3
Seattle 8. Baltimore 4
Texas 8, Toronto 4
Monday's Games
Oakland (Smith 5-10) at Toronto
(Halladay 12.8). 5 07 p in
Cleveland (Lee 14-2) at Tampa Bay
(Garza 9-6) 6 10 p m
N Y. Yankees (Chamberlain 4-3) at
Texas (Padilla 12-5). 7 05 p.m
Boston (Buchholz 2-6) at Kansas City
(Meche 9-9), 7,10 p.m
Baltimore (Sedate 4-2) at L.A. Angels
(Saunders 14-5). 9,05 p.m.
Minnesota (Petkins 8-31 at Seattle
(Batista 4-11),.910 p.m.
Tuesday's Cremes
Oakland (Gallagher 4-4) at Toronto
(Richmond 0-1). 6.07 p m
Cleveland (Carmona 5-3) at Tampa Bay
(Jackson 7-7), 6 10 p in
N Y Yankees (Pettitte 12-81 at Texas
(Harrison 2-2) 7 05 p in
Boston (Beckett 9-81 at Kansas City
(Bannister 7-9) 7.10 p.m
Detroit (Robertson 6-8) at Chicago
White Sox IG Floyd 11-6) 711 pm
Baltimore (TBA) at L A Angels
(Garland 10-6). 905 p m
Minnesota (Baker 7-3) at Seattle
(Dickey 3-6). 9-10 p.m

Decorative Groups
Nacii2CUM

With Light SALE $59
"

SKU *2522-38
417-%64siz-1•
SALE

SKU *2528-38
Trjg-'34E3244.
SALE
$7999

Available in
Mocha,
Polished Brass
& Antique
Brass

The Calloway County JV boys basketball team went undefeated at the MSU Mid-America Classic held in July. The
team went 8-0 to become champions of the JV tournament.
Pictured from left to right. back row: Coach Ed Chapman,
Joe Futreil. Russ Garland, Josh Humphreys, Blake
Maness. Front row: Shawn Thompson, Brock Simmons,
Jay Green, Justin Hill, Jeremy Pruitt. Not pictured is Coach
Chase Futrell.

AQUAGIASS,
Tub Only - 60x42
SKU #546042BC0 1

National League
By The Associated Press
Alt Times CDT
East Division
• L Pct GB
Philadelpnia
61 50 550
59 53 527 21/2
Florida
58 53 523
3
New York
51 60 459
10
Atlanta
41
70
369
Washington
20
Centro! Division
W
L Pet GB
67 45 596
Chicago
62 50 554
5
Milwaukee
62 52 544
6
St Louis
53 57 482
13
Houston
51 60 45915 1(2
Pittsburgh
Cincinnati
51 61 455
16 •
•
West DIvieloo
W
L Pet GB
57 54 514
Anzona
56 55 505
1 -;
Los Angeles
51 62 451
7
Colorado
46 64 41810 1/2
San Francisco
43 69 38414 1/2
San Diego

Saturday's Games
Chicago Cubs 5 Pittsburgh 1
Milwaukee 4 Atlanta 2
Houston 5. N V Mets 4 10 innings
Florida 5. Colorado 3
Washington 10 Cincinnati 6
Philadelphia 2. St Louis 1
San Francesco 2 San Diego 0
LA Dodgers 4, Arizona 2
Sunday's Games
C,oiorado 3 Florida 2
Atlanta 5, Milwaukee 0
Washington 4 Cincinnati 2
Houston 4. NY Mots 0
Chicago Cubs 8. Pittsburgh 5
San Diego 4. San Francisco 1
LA Dodgers 9, Arizona 3
Philadelphia 5, St Louis 4
Monday's Games
Houston (Moehler 6-4) at Chicago Cubs
(Dempster 12-41. 6.05 p m
Milwaukee (Parra 9-4) at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 9-8). 6 10 p.m
Washington (Fieclding 7-6) at Colorado (Cook 14-6), 805 p m
Pittsburgh (Herrera 1-1) at Arizona
(Haien 11-5), 8 40 p m
Atlanta (Jurriens 10-6) at San Francisco
(Cain 6-9), 915 p m
Tuesday's Games
Houston (Rodriguez 6-4) at Chicago
Cubs (Harden 6-2). 1 20 pm
Florida (Jo Johnson 1-0) at Philadelphia
(Moyer 10-6), 6.05 p.m
San Diego (Young 4-4) at N.Y Mets
(Pettrey 9-7). 6 10 p.m
Milwaukee (McClung 5-5) at Cincinnati
(Volguez 13-4), 6•10
L.A Dodgers (Billingsley 11-9) at St
Louis (Carpenter 0-0), 7.15 em
Washington (Lerman 6-11) at Colorado
(De La Rosa 5-6), 805 p rn
Pittsburgh (Duke 4-9) at Anzora (Webb
15-41. 8 40 p.m.
Atlanta (Hampton 0-0) at San Francisco
(Sanchez 8-7). 9•15 p.m.

From Page 1B
wearing red, white and blue
to go with his gold.
World championships are one,
thing. The Olympics are another.
"The best thing that could
happen for me is winning the:
go!d for the United States,":
Lagat said in an interview this:
spring. "Being an American is
not something I'm going to
take lightly. When I took thait
oath, I meant every piece of:
it."
Watching these naturalized
Americans in the same event
will offer a refreshing remindeil
of what the Olympics are supposed to be about. It is a celebration of sport, a coming
together of nations and, maybe;
most significantly, a chance to:
wear your country's name orr
the front of your uniform, n6t
your own on the back.
Nobody appreciates die
chance more than Leo. Lopez
and Lagat.

339"

SALE S

•Bash

D E Li A Select Faucets
& Pedestal Sinks Combo's
Below Cost! r"--A

From Page 16
Owensboro Oilers via their P-.
5 win over the Scott Co.(Ind.)
Gamecocks.
The Back To School Bash
wraps up the local travel team
baseball schedule of events from
Teamwork Marketing & Pro,
motions. Results from the Back
to School Bash award USSSAsanctioned points for local and
national rankings for the 2009
season, which technically began
on August I. The next Teamwork-sponsored youth baseball
event will be next Mara with
the Mid-South Early Bird Classic.

SKU #417-09
-12Eag•--6•45.22.
SALE
$5642
SKU #418-09
1713;2-6,34-5.9__
SALE
$2
7
"

Odds & Ends
Below

SKU *416-09
-76"Crti'44.41C1
1
SALE
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While playing at the Murray Country Club on Friday. Aug 1,
Stuart Poston shot a hole-in-one on hole No 2. His shot
was witnessed by his daughter, Lynn Poston Sheppard and

TV, radio
Monday. Aug. 4
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
7 p.m.
ESPN - HOLM01". at Chicago Cubs
-
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Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St
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IBUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORA

NOM
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
Sources reliable, but
Inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
Their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of as employees
accept any responsibilay whatsoever for their
activities.
040
°pinnate
Wanted
FEMALE MSU graduate seeking MSU student to share rent and
utilities on furnished 2
BR, 2 BA house.
Located 5min. from
campus
i270)703-7721

2 positions available.
Vending Route Sales,
Vending Route Driver.
Driver must have CDL.
in
person
Apply
Tuesday, August 5th
between 9-ham, 411
North 4th St., Murray,
KY.

Um*lentaarti
,boato mato atop
psitwig moo.
1Piamaatiolosoa
tat MOM MOO
CARPENTER needed
for residential construction. Home Works
Residential
Construction.
293-3226.

,DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will he redirected
to )obnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
:listings will appear on
this website.
'
However. as a nanonal
website. not all listings
,on the )obnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Tunes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
4ob listings. Thank you.

Bnithaven of Benton is currently accepting applications for the following position RN's afternoon
shift We offer competitive wages and an excellent
benefit package MUSr be licensed in the State of
Kentucky Apply in person at Botthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025

4111#1
.0ok
Britthaven of Benton is currently' accepting applications for LPN's We also offer an excellent benefit
package. Must be licensed in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S Benton. KY 42025 EOFJAAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Bntthaven of Benton as currently accepting applications for a full-time Social Services Worker Longterm care experience preferred. We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package. Apply in
person at Brinhaven of Benton 2607 Main Street
Hwy 641 S Benton. KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Now hiring doormen
for security purposes.
Apply in person,
no phone
calls please.

wtth kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at.
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

FARMER'S

Choice
Feedmill.
Send
position.
resume to 127 Beach
Rd, Kirksey. KY 4205A
or come by office.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Blaze Lodge. Apply in
person after 7.00PM
only, positively.
FULL time Nanny
housekeeper. Desire ts
start immediately. Ti
care for two children
References required
Contact Jennifer. 309
370-1496
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, full-time, train
sag provided, must be
pas
Inpendable,
I76urly rate and bonus
St . Apply in persor
Qgnmasters, 8503 UP
Wiry 68 East Bentor

Orairdeasinm
4E0 someone to slt
I,vith elderly woman
Call 753-4100. 9.0C
1:00pm
3:00-6:00pm
References required

LPN/RN Busy medical
office Four days a
week Send resume to
2957 HWY 641 N
Murray KY 42071
Must
753-1215-fax
include references
MURRAYElectronics,
the Regional leader in
Home Entertainment
Systems, is seeking an
Installer
Electronics
Trainee to begin immeGeneral
diately.
knowledge or interest
in custom home enterincluding
tainment
alarms. HDTV, surround sound and other
related fields is a big
bonus. Paid vacations, Mon-Fri work
schedule, and the
opportunity to learn the
fast growing custom
installation business is
awaiting the right person. Contact Chip
Murray
Veal
ef
Electronics 509N 8th
St, Murray. Call 7537567.
NOW Hiring Night
Audit. Apply in person
Holiday
Inn
only.
Express Hwy 641 N.
Murray
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In, 211 S. 12th
St., Murray. KY. No
phone calls.

DIOPPES OF
MURRAY
(Setwese Goody's
fillsorios's)

OFFICE MANAGER
and CLERICAL

Green Acres Health Care is Seeking a qualified
Office Manager. Responsibilities include
Medicare/MedicaidiThird Party insurance billing
as well as oversight of payroll, personnel and
accounts payable functions. Successful
candidates will have 3-5 years experience.
Knowledge of Medicare and Medicaid billing a
must. Send resume and salary requirements to:
Dena Bryant, Administrator, Green Acres Health
Care, 402 West Farthing Street. Mayfield, KY
42066 or apply in person. No phone calls
please. EOE

CNA/Nurse Aide Full time
10pm-6am
PRN Work all shifts as needed.
Prefer experience, but will train.
Good working condition, pleasant

DO you love worldng

VISA

atmosphere. Apply in person
at Fem Terrace Lodge
EOE

Calloway County Propane n
Murray Pea an ppereng Ion
on Office Manager and a
Ctender poseon Most bane
a good attolude and office
work exponents Tfie best
rob you we ever have wan
excelient pay and benefits

young professional
non-smoking couple
seeks energetic person for personal ass
tart duties including
errands and office
cleaning Must be
organized. Good
salary and lots of vas
ety in your workday'
Please send informs
Son including phone
number to Personal
Assistant Position.
P.0 Box 866, Murray
KY. 42071_

Adult male caregive
willing to sit/provide
care for adutts. Also
willing to house sit and
pet sit. Overnight it
neccessary. Contact
270-753-8801.
AMANDA'S
Home
Daycare has openings
in her home Small
daycare in a great
environment
home
Autobond accepted.
Low rates Please call
270-293-5212 or
270-753-7031

Computers

wvanwyck fff upgas corn

HELP WANTED
_ or Mutray
Mayfield Area
Business!
No expenence
necessary, will
train on site.
Pay from $200$500 weekly, with
increase possible
after 90 days.
Incentive programs
available
Must have reliMyte
transportation 8 must'
pass drug screening.

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS

270-331-2109
MANAGERIAL POSMON

REGISTERED NURSE
WEEKEND SUPERVISOR
rlenry County Healthcare Center is seeking a RN
,eekend supervisor who will be responsible for the
nanagemem andsupenision of the resident care. TN...
,hedule is Saturday. and Sunday 8 hours each dau
One schedule is flexible and a Baylor type where tic
‘opers.isor with work 16 hews each week and will be
oaid for 24 hours

experienced
NEED
roofer. Call 293-0354.
THE CDL Truck Driving
Program located at
234 Pioneer Industrial
Dnve, Mayfield. KY
*Complete in just 20
days
•Lowest tuition in the
area.
.College credit
available.
•OTR regional or local
!Dts assistance
available.
•VVIA & VA approved.
New classes beginning
oVe.
1 -888-503-51 5 1

Interested candidates must have excellent
ommurucation skills in dealing with the
'rodents. families. physicians, and other cusr.
'nor long term-care experience preferred
We provide an excellent salary and benefit
package including health. vision, dental and
,rurement Interested candidates should send a
rcsume or apply in person

Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 3824
731-644 8472
cowen@hone-tn.org
tom) Of70rt101111 Entpleqe

or

270-247-9159
COL Training Services
S Consulting has
,ontracted with West
Kentucky Community
and Technical College
la provide the CDL
Truck Driving Program_
CDL Training services
is licensed by the
Kentucky State Board
of Proprietary
EOE
Education.
institution
ttp://trainingwestk en I acky.kctcs,edueruck .1riving.shtml

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
14116311747•17

127Vr'es Senn

SP I /erasion Transoortabon • Airport fix,ter • Certified

/Ades
For Sue
2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens
Companion
Deluxe
Package
inside
Chapel. Opening and
closing fee included
t479)244-5968.
48" black
custom
viking stove with grill
and griddle. 270-2362210, 270-236-2751.
9 piece white wicker
full bedroom furniture,
great-condition.
5800.00. 293-2130
FURNITURE AND
APPLIANCES.
DRESSER and mirror
$300, next to new
Kenmore electric stove
$250. antique bed
$200, microwave $50,
drop leaf table $100.
chest, T.V. stand, vacuums and more Call
Nancy Phillips
492-8780.
KENMORE
washer/dryer $225
573-673-6792

Moen

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1.024 on Part A: $135 on
Part B Call me for more information
FREE KELP IN CLAIM FILL% FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 •8 a.m.-8 p.m.

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

- PREPLANNING ••••
Dallas Willoughby
Ply-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.

8 - COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan.
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

141 ‘;tertions of V.111,

a tours.

19Iafa

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry !moo
,hares (saws. Owners

Cegnrnerclal Waste
Disposal
Al Typos

prai

keruse Service

as 1400485.6033

an ail

160

FRESH
vegetables.
Friday & Saturday,
12:00-6:00. At 4-way
stop in Hardin or call
227-2162
FROSTLESS freezer,
20.3 cuff.. $229
IBM electric typewriter,
like new. $150
753-7716
OF F IC AU

GS-F31JTE
SCOO'rEiS
POE E1146

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Big Sale
New & Used
Furniture
1407 Main St.
(270) 761-7653
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St.
753-6361

100 we;socc_
(42345134399.
GOING oui
ess
sale Day care inside
August 2nd & 9th
1429
7am-5
Potterlown Rd. 3rd
house on past East
Elementary
(280) 270-753-2643
1110Vv,'

Call Wed., Aug.6

Managenal positions available at local C-store
chain. Competitve hourly/salary. Must be
available to work fiexible hours. Send resume
to KLOC,620 S. 4th Street. Murray, KY 42071

A.4111Lita

140
Wont to Buy

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Polley Pay 100ri of
the Deductibles?

lintosisiner & Vans

WILL clean houses.
(270)293-5806.

Local retail business
for sale. Excellent
income for husband &
wife team. Includes all
inventory, f&f and
equipment. For more
information call
630-561-0203

INSURANCE

r.Cep's 1- a b q)11

CLEANING houses. 20
years expenence.
270- 753-9006.

Please cad (270,753-7485
or 1-800-874-4427
eel 142 rx email

('omple It ForrmAi Wear Headquarter,

otoroi
• story 13c4

Coarife
l1_775
:
:
,1:
.

L

taw &Orden

Used Zero Turn
Mows
Grasshopper. Scag,
Dixie Chopper
210-6268
437-4723
Homes For Sas]
98 Fairmont 16x80, 3
BR, 2 BA, vmyl
Northern ins. nice.
270-489-2525

11111
Apirteures For RIIIR

KR- Keith's Lawn and
Tractor Parts and
Service 759-9831

1 & 2 BR bedrooms
near MSU. Coleman
RE 753-9898..

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
Sony's Best
XBR
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom
surround
sound installation also
available. Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
action
Murray
Telephone
Electronics, Inc . corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.
excellent
Treadmill,
working condition, programmable time, distance, calorie burn.
pulse mode. $259 new.
will sell $155. treadmill
mat free
270-293-8409

1 BR apt, various foecations. Coleman RE
Move in free days.
753-9896

Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
12e, 0
hOP E

(270) 753-1713

28R 1BA Dtinlex,
CHVAC. all appliances, trash, quiet
safe neighborhood.
$475/mo, 1 month
security, no pets.
;270)519-4831
2BR duplex, nice,
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 3BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 BR, 2 BA, all appliances fumished, nice.
541 Bailey Rd. $675
plus deposit. Call 270874-1599.
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
BEAUTIFUL country 2
BR apartment with
horse stalls available
$540. 489-2741.
Nice 2 Br duplex
lease, no pets
753-7457, 227-3054

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application.

6
Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..

1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Fnday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 BR with
deck and outside storage all appliances
including washer.
dryer and dishwasher
$500/mo 759-5885 or
293-7085.

Cornerstone
Resit) & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
Call 761-7355
icornerstoriereal+) tom

Check
us out
Q1 the
Web!
Read
AD About
It!
subscribe to the

MURRA1

I

LEDGER&TIMES
I Home Delivery
I 3 ma
....$30.00
6 use, .....
$105.00
I 1 yr. .

Rest of KY/TN
reorsrer & StArtsnar

6 ma.

-MOS

1 )r

-SIAN

I Check
1
1
I
I
1
1

Local Mail
tcallnes,

3 mo.

$35.00

6 mo.

563.00

1 yr.

5110.00

All Other alai'
Subscriptions
575.00
3 mo.
$96.00
6 mo.
5145.110
I T. ....

Money Order

Visa

MSC. .1

Name
St. Address
City
-State

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to:
1

a

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 1270) 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

4/1 • Atoriday, August 4, 2008

ABSOLUTE REAL ESTATE AUCTION

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st tlrne buyers who own land
or have family la•scll
Zero down, easy financing?
(270) 4434737

The Grace James 'Estate

Tuesday,August 12th, 2008 @ 7:00 p.m.
LOC.ATION: 3157 ST. RT.94Vt, Murray. KV.
rnm Murray: Take Main Si /94W Proceed To Auction Site
Signs Ported!!

Murre ledger & limes

011esd

Yaliebs
97 Explorer Eadie
Bauer. fully loaded.
everything,
power
*either. Mustang GT
engine. 16,300 book
$4,500 °be
417-337-35431

hoe H

GRAVEL, white rock,
sane delivered
(2701293-1924
11 s

. 1\

• weak A ..re,
• Icy-Ally tiwrcwimpnwei

1600 Sq Ft $1,200a
month. 1701 St Ftt 121
Bypass. 1225 Sq Fi
$850 a month 1625
St. Rt. 121 Bypass
Days 270-753-2225
evenings
270-759-1509. cell
270-227-0836

GRAND LOCATION JUST WEST OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ROAD FRONTAGE ALONG HWY 94W & OAKS COUNTRY CUT RD.

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905,
293-1480
OFFICE or Retail
Space Available
601 Main, Murray
and C Midway
641 South and
Tobacco Rd.
270.293.3232
SHOP for rent
$45000 a month Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

REAL ESTATE: Wad P +/- 2692 Sq. Ft. 4 Bedroom .-4 Bath Brick
Home Featuring Living Room. Kitchen, Utility Room,& Family Room.
other Interior Features Include Large Open Rooms, Abundance Of
Cabinet Space. Walk-In Closets, 2 Soothing Fireplaces. Built-in
Bookshelves & Flonda Sunrooni Notable Features Outside The Home
Include A 2 Car Attached Drive-71mi Garage. Paved Circular Drive,
Cosered Front Porch. Exterior Lighting, & A Lounging Patio In The
Backyard. All Of This Is Situated On A Nicely Landscaped Shaded
I owenng Oaks Lea. Being A 1.84 Acre Corner Lot.
Tract 2* A 0.66 Acre Lot With Road Frontage On Oaks Country Club
Rd
ENJOY THE OAKS COUNTRY CLUB WITH Ji'ST A SHORT
GOLF CART RIDE!?
Real Estate Sells At 7:00 PM. Absolute To Tht Highest Bidder.

STORAGE building
40x40, gas neat, Insulated, located 406 1/2
Sunbury Circle Murray
1300/month Call
Carlos Black
(270)436-2935

OPEN HOUSE: Tuesday August 5th Between 6:06 PM - 7:06 PM
Can For Private Viewing Any Day Before Auction.
CO-BROKER: GREY'S PROPERTIES, MURRAI, KENTUCKY
REAL ESTATE:

155 Down Day ol Sale Balance in 30 Days Make insprslions
Prior To Day Of Sale. Buyer Will Be Rtquired To Sign A Lead Based Paint Wan ci
ou May View The Property Anytime Prim To The Auction Date Its Contacting The
Selling Agents A 105 Buyers Premium Will Be Added To The Final Bid And
Ins luded In The Contract Price

FOUR Rivers Fuller
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for HUD subsidized
housing in Mayfield,
KY. Applicants must oe
able to live independently and have either a
mental illness, mental
retardation or physical
disability. Rent will be
based
determined
upon the income of the
applicant. Four Rivers
Fuller Apartments is a
fair housing provider.
For more information
regarding the application process, contaci
Shalon
Caskey.
for
Coordinator
Supports
Housing
Four Rivers Behaviora
Health. 425 Paducah,
KY 42001 (270)4424121 ext. 260. Open
Until Filed EOE.
Large studio apt.
above Bradley Book
Co. on campus, newly
remodeled
1303
Street.
Chestnut
$675/mo.
Includes
water and sewage
(270)293-3710

For Rant

I

Room for rent In 4
bedroom apartment in
the new campus
suites. Good roomates. two female, one
male. $325 per month
All utilities included.
Call 270-635-1202.

Houses ForAterr
71

1 or 2 bedroom house
'n country. Appliances
furnished, Central WA
$575.00 a month, one
year lease, one month
deposit, no pets. Call
753-2905.
2 BR on S. 9th St.,
garage, big fenced
backyard, appliances,
all electric, air
conditioner. w/d hookup, 1 yr. lease, $525,
call 270-767-0615.
2 or 3 BR houses near
Murray.
downtown
753-4109
3 BR, 1 BA, 2miles
from town. Some utilities paid. No pets.
$700 per month. 9780880.
3 BR. 2 BA, CA-I/A,
refrigerator,
stove,
dishwasher. 2 car
garge. smoke free, no
inside pets. $685. 101
E Y Drive, 759-0999,
3-BR. 1 -Bath, S.
Hazel/N. Puryear.

$450/montn, no pets.
(270)293-1437

GATESBOROUGH, 2
homes, FSBO.
4/3/3. 3.000 AC. 4.000
9
acres.
total.
$15,000
$224,900.
allowance for remodel.
completely
3/212
New
remodeled.
everything. $159,900.
417-337-3561.

Rentals

'A Better Place To Store"

24/7 Self Storage
5x10 to 10x30
Brand New Buildings Completed
Across From National Guara Armory

759-5555
1465 State Route 121 N., Murray
3 Minutes From IsiSti

r

340
Livestock 11 Sigullea

Owner Fines-wed
Lend/Horn.
$250 dopesri
TOMOS Negotiable
(210) 4434737

HAS' for sale: Small
balk! Alfalfa 55 00
753-9595

Murray Ledger & Them Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised !serest!
• suNeci to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes rt
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discruninaSon based on race, rotor. religion. sex. hanidicap.familial steno or nation& origin, or intention to make any such preferences. limitations or dtamminanort
State laws forbid discrimination
n the sale, rental or advertising
ot real enter haled on factors in
addition to those proteOrit
under federal law
We will knowingly accert any
adoerwing or real ristatei.whid,
s not in votation of Mr law All
are Series informed
that al! drvelttlts Advertised are
available on an equal opoortunrts basis
t'Or further emu:lance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
(X01648-10130.

fillenas Felton!

3 Br. brick on Melrose
Drive, 2 Ba. new central airrheat. all electnc
big fenced backyard.
2-car garage, dishwasher, stove, w/d
hook-up. STV, lease,
$850. Call
270-767-0615.

3BR, 2BA, C/H/A. all
2638
aplliances.
Backusberg Rd. 12mi.
from town. North
School district. Short
term lease Pets considered $725
759-1771
HAZEL. 2 or 3 BR
$350 rent plus deposit
and lease. 492-8526.
IN town, 3BR, 1BA
new appliances, carpet, ac. absolutely no
pets References/credit check. $500/montb
$500 security-deposrt.
270-293-5573
LOVELY country home
in SW section of county.
3BR_
1 5BA,
central-air,
garage
gas-heat, no water or
sewer bill. Frig wi ice
maker. stove, washer
& dryer. NO PETS.
$800/month•deposit.
293-0247.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7688

G&C
STORAGE arid
PROPANE

I

119E Main
(270) 753-6266

Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Lots For Ids

iBUILDING

lot for
(270)210-3781

sale

1270)559-2032

KEY NIIN1
WAR EHOUSLS
*- • '
tam? st.-131 121S
Murray. 0.42071
270-753 5562
JAI. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
728 S. 4Th ST.
Csinwr of t21 &
10X10 $25 10115 VS
1270 436-2524
(2701 2934996
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2935 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Sete & clean

WATERFRONT home
for rent. 2 BR, 2 BA,
fully furnished on main
Kentucky
channel
Lake, Hamlin area,
with single slip dock
arid year-round water.
annually.
Available
$750 a month Call
436-5091, 293-3629

EL.
auto, air, power window & locks 15,000
080 Call 767-4222
2000 Toyota Tundra
4x2 V8, great truck,
fully serviced including
timing belt full power
auto, ac. ps air bags.
tow package am-fm cd
player 114,000 miles
$6995 .136-5610.

FOR sale: Park model
trailer with screen
porch & deck on KY
lake front RV site Call
(270)970-0396

MURRAY Estates 3
AKC Shih Tzu pupBR
BA,
2.5
pies, vet checked,
Immaculate tastefully
wormed, first shots.
decorated 5 acre lot
beautiful colons/mark7 67-2246
ings, 5 female, 1 male
NEW 4 BR, 2 BA. 2
$400ea. 270-753car garage, concrete
1059. 270-227-2264.
drive. 4,000 total soft
CKC Registered Pug
and 2600 living soft.
puppies. Very cute,
Landon Lane
shots and wormed.
Subdivision
5200-250.
(270)210-3781.
731-782-6199
1270)559-2032
DOG Obedience
436-2658
r (Slew 2-4
Border 'Tielistwat boon
ourebreed
born May 14th. 1 badtedisii4 1
214.0
shots
&
r888844.
1
leworries.1. 2 females,
Mm 3.1182.1
males. $150. Greet
2934872 I
'amity and herding
togs 436-5589

Ilegpss Self Storage

3 Br. 2 Ba, on qua
street across from city
park in Hazel. C/1-1/A.
appliances. $550 plus
deposit. Not pets.
References required
753-1059.

2006 Nissan Altana
24,000 miles, royal
blue electric, cloth
seats, 1 owner,
$14,500 Call
436-6074.
2006 Scion x6 4 cyl
automatic, one owner.
8,000 miles. over
15.000 worth of
upgrades. Asking only
for pay-off amount
$17, SOO.
270-978-2758

03 Chevrolet S-10

270-236-2210.
270-236-2757

3855 ST R T7,15 NOR1H •
MAYFIELD. KENTUCKY .12066
-11/1C11-A1 1. HARRIS Brisker Au( tioutetw
On BOO 380 4.11
(7711)247-32,3
".
'soma PROVE F.,S1ON Ai Ai re 1lOI'4Et r-qt
dile

Greg Taylor
Ammo); at Lett
coat-me* Meek
Tid14,
74

AKC Scottish Terne
wheeler
Puppies,
color $350-1400

ESTATE 8t. AUCTION

120
Apartments For Rent

3E1OFV2 be brick home
on 7 acres in north
Calloway, more into al
753-2761 293-2819 or
WWW owners comANT
W7832
4 BR. 2 BA brick house
on 3 6 acres Large
family room with firebasement
place,
Toward Flew Concord
982.000
721 644-078:3

Cryan

H A Ft IFI IS

•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
7',2-9600
Commaical Prop For
it1;t1

Clean-up shop, utilities
paid, washer & dryer
furnished 293-6430

OWNER relocating,
must self 5 bedroom
house with lots of
extras. Call Ruth Ann
227-3876 Coleman RE

1997 Javelin 158. Bass
2001
Boat
with
Yamaha
4 stroke
motor and trailer. Good
$4600
condition
(270)293-9389

old. 3 BR, 2
1011 Payne St.

For appt. call
270-994-4380.
2400 sq. ft. home on 3
beautiful acres in New
Providence 3 BR and
2 BA upstairs. The
master bedroom features trench doors that
lead Out to deck. 1 BR,
1 BA, kitchen, living
room, dinning room
and utility room downstairs 2 car attached
and 2 cat be detached
garage
Concrete
driveway and sidewalk
$129,000.00. Call 270227-9527,

3 BR 2 BA, garage,
vaulted ceiling, CA-I/A,
fridge, stove, dish
washer, Mockingbird
Subdivision. 7 mi from
town. $800 mo • dep
293-3064
3BR, 1.5 BA. 1,350 sq.
ft., new roof, hardwood
in
BR's
central
heat/air, 109 Hickory
Drive. $119,000 Call
293-3226 or 293-3248

iliereyfts & ATY's

IHill Electric
Since 1986
24 wenn saiwitza
Res.. Corn & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

_753-9562

1 tts

IS
K
kSI'll I 1'
Ii cs.
11,1
270-75.4-22-9

1.500mi

2-003 KAWA Nino
ZX6R, 7100 miles.
Red, $5100.
(270) 356-0273.

r-11:31FAuto

I

CATHY'S
Wallpapering,
Painting
270- 227-6606
0t4J HANDYMAN
Call us for all your
repair needs
Specializing in decks
& painting

NOS
293-5438

USED TIRES
4..15. 16, iric.h
S;24"
• Ittatinfed

1:1533606

Ask for M1{1 h
r0-727,-.0901b
-• • -

Licensed
FPEE
Estimates and Insured

EStimates

Additions, Drywall Painting. Windows,
Roofing. Decks. Sun Rooms,
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

JOE -JOBS-

,
1 1 14 • " -644

LEE'S Carpet
•
Cleaning
"since 1971'
*Carpets eUpholsterN
Emergency Water
ROMOVIII 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates

Professional Floor
Maintenance Service
'A 0...n Row Itollocts oa he"

I-

Specializing in -Ceramic and
Commercial Tile

FREE ESTIM.4TES
Veen &COM& Oliallor
240 Byes Wive
seyflo4d, KY 42066
270-705-1181

753-5827
1141MINtiltAV
r 00110ritr9i/S *utters.
Getup Dett SevioAt &
Rebels
Ownsr. Does Manefleld
MS)2934480
MOWING & Trimming
Any yardwork„ any size
yard. Steven
767-9178,

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
Trees shaped. trimmed or removed
Stump removal • All modern equipment
24 hour emergency service • Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame, Jr.
Res.: 270-474-0323 • Cell: 270-227-3140
-No lob is complete until customer is satisfied.lAidrIdge& McCutston
riooriog co
,
i
ie.rotes
LittoettolieS cevrrosteter
I Plum lastilmmelbsik

YEARR
Tree
Service f ree esti
mates Phone 436-

Horoscope

Bought new 3 months
ago 51.200 obo. 8732258
05 Suzuki King Quad
auto, 4x4, loaded ve
options, 55,500. 2275807 leave message.

&
lawn Service

Calhoon Construction,la

2562 227-0267

06 New Age motorcy
cle,
200cc. 5sp.
120mpg.

1101 •-;
763 /10147

The War
101e-oane
k27o)342.-to2s

1

BARN for rent, nea
Hazel 492-6178. leave
message

!

AL. hANPLii bt../' 1 it
(270) 753-5931

xul

n Fer Rut

2 years

75'94131 • 243-2783
29:4-2794

NEPD a metal roof
installed? Cal Damn at
270-752-0414.

OWNER wants offer. 436-2867 Lamb's
141 Blissful View Dr. Professional Tree
Seratogall Subdivison. Service Complete tree
New construction. 4 Br. removal, gutter
2 Ba, 2,534 sq.ft. Open cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured.
house Tuesday 8/12
436-5141 A-AFFORD-Thursday 8/14 3:006:00pm. All otters will ABLE Hauling. Clean
be reviewed Friday Out garages, gutters,
8/15
3:00pm. For junk & tree work.
more information 270- ALL Carpentry
E004-1655
ifiernorieling additions
decks, home & mobile
REDUCED'
LAKE house, Three home repair. water &
bedroom 2 bath with termite damage, tile &
double garage, water- hardwood floors. 30
front lot, with trees, yrs exp. Larry Nirnrno
storage shed, floating 753-2353 753-0353
boat dock, concrete APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
boat
ramp
Call (270) 293-8726 OR
1248.500.00
753-2905 or 293-8595. 759-5534
UNIQUE mini farm, Chuck Van Boron
just minutes from
\Nil' AI 1
Murray, 3 bedroom
Nliti hi II
house with above
intu„
ground pool. Call Ruth
Ann
227-3876
Coleman RE
• -21 1

Wi
BA

Iint41ALLEN SEPTECH
(77f1) 7541

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thesday, Aug.5,200€:
Color this year dynamic and
major -- especially after fall
2008. You might be surprised by
the doors that open up and the
possibilities that head your
direction. Others seem more
willing -- more so than ever -- to
make that difference in your life.
You feel lucky. If you are single.
trying to stay single could take a
lot of work, as you can imagine.
You also might welcome someone very different into your life.
If you are attached, your sweetie will seem to be in a much better mood from fall onward.
LIBRA loves to visit and chat
with you. Actively relate to this
sign.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive, 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-Aprfl 19)
***** You want a change,
make it happen. Allow others to
infuse more energy into your life.
Listen and realize what you wart
to happen. Intensity breeds new
beginnings Let it happen.
Tonight: Sort through your
options. You might be surprised
by how many you have
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your ability to move for •
ward and make a difference
proves to be exciting, not only to
you but also to those around
you Where others might be distracted, you are keenly in tune
with your issues. Tonight • As late
as you want to go.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Your imagination
allows you more flex than many
people. Because of this ability.
you have fun, often when others
are stumped. Knowing when to
loosen up and how to proceed
could be important Tonight
Enjoy where you are and who
you are with.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Domestic concerns are a
high priority, no matter how you
cut it. Suddenly. you seem to be
unstoppable. You laugh, and
others relax. You are a far more
stern taskmaster than you
thought possible. Tonight: Order
in.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Jump into a problem.
arid avoid future problems while
you can. How you see a situation and the direction you
choose to head in could make all
the difference. Investigate rather
than judge. Tonight. A serious
conversation turns into a good

WEOT

Calloway

County Development
Hoe, Dozer.
Track

Backhoe work, Septic
systems. Top soil and
Gravel for sale, delivered. 270-210-3781.
270-559-2032
TRENCHING

731-782-3951
731-336 62PP

by Jacqueline Muer
time.
V1RGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Your intensity does make
a big difference when dealing
with others. You might want to
rethink a decision more carefully
if it involves finances and security. It is easy to say "yes" but then
regret it later Be smart Check
out an costs Tonight. Your treat.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You smile and make a
big difference. Your personality
melts barriers and helps others
relax Listen to what someone
shares. This person might be
overwhelming sometimes, but
he or she has real heart Tonight
Just be yourself.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Take your time rather than
plunging in. Pressure builds with
your finances. A meeting or
group of friends might push you
very hard. You know what you
want and where you are heading. Tonight: Get some extra R
and R.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You respond softly and
well to someone's inquiry, ewe. daily if he or she helps you pull
your head out of your daily life
and take a brand-new look. You
are going to feel better than you
have for a very long time.
Tonight. Where you want to be.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You often want to take
charge. The planets root you on
-- what more can you ask for?
Only, be smart as to how you
move the situation and handle it.
Keep others' egos in tack, and
you will be valued Tonight A
must appearance
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** The smart Water
Bearer will weigh the importance
of letting others know how very
differently you view a situation. If
you can say several sentences
and let others follow your path,
all the better. A friendship's
nature could change. Tonight:
Let your imagination choose.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might not realize it but
a chaege is occurnng as far as
how you view your work or
things that might be coming forward. Relate openly with a trusted friend or associate. Together,
you will be able to handle any
changes. Tonight. Go with
another's plans
BORN TODAY
Author and Pulitzer Pnze winner
Conrad Aiken (1889) astronaut
Neil Armstrong (1930), filmmaker John Houston (1906)
***
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.lacquelineblgarcom.

I.

